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PREFACE

The monthly interim reports are summarized in this semiannual report.

Activity to date has included work performed by

Dr. J. R. Canada
Ms. Carol Carrere
Dr. T. G. Clapp
Dr. H. Hamouda

Ms. Karen Hersey
Dr. T. J. Little

Mr. E. M. McPherson

Dr. W. K. Walsh

As well as other staff and graduate students as needed.
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SUMMARY

. NCSU has specified design concepts for apparel material handling units

for the purpose of reducing the labor content in the production of apparel or

military sewn products. The design concepts were offered to existing

equipment producers for bid on all or part of the equipment units. The

modules specified include pickup and placement devices, orienting and

alignment devices, equipment feeding devices and, finally, dispose or stacking

devices. Wherever practical, existing commercially proven equipment is to be

utilized or modified to satisfy systems requirements. Bids have been received

and evaluated.

-,' . Flexibility in equipment is sought through the use of programmable

computers or computer chips. The selection of a vendor to produce all or

elements of the system has been guided by the vendor's demonstrated capability

to produce original equipment at market value costs. Coi.mercially viable

equipment must generate operating cost savings which will recapture the

equipment investment within a reasonable time span. k If the modules developed

do not do this, then the apparel industry will not buy the units. A primary

constraint in this project is the requirement that the modules be an

attractive investment for apparel manufacturers. Only one vendor stayed

within these bounds.

At the time of this interim report, a contractor has been selected and an

award has be made. The industrial review board has met twice (18 August 1987

and 5 October 1987) for the purpose of reviewing progress. A contract between

ARK, Inc. and NCSU has been completed.
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Parallel activity to vendor selection includes studies on the assembly of

garments and definition of flexibility within an apparel c~r~text. A

~ -~ preliminary report on flexibility is included in this interim report. Current

activity is proceeding on schedule.
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INTRODUCTION

'I.-

1.0 Under the contract signed by DESC 12/16/86 and received by the NCSU

School of Textiles 1/2/87, agreed to activity has been divided into five

phases, of which the first four are to be immediately undertaken by NCSU

within the base period. There are:

1.1 Phase I, Project Management. Provide, in accordance with paragraph 3.1

of the Statement of Work (SOW), North Carolina State University's

Technical Proposal, Manufacturing Technology for Apparel Automation,

April 86.

Project management shifts in its requirements between phases. After

setting up the initial Management Master Plan (see appended chart for

current progress), there are basic Department of Defense accounting,

reporting and review activities which apply to all phases. North

Carolina State University has put in place reporting and accounting

controls at the outset to conform with these regulations. Monitoring and

managing the project becomes more complex after the vendor is selected.

Working with the vendor will require field reviews by appropriate NCSU or

IRB staff or by consultants as problems arise. From time to time, it is

- anticipated that reliable students may work on the vendor premises to

check progress and assist where appropriate.

1.2 Phase II, Establishment of Garment Subassemblies. Provide, in accordance

ji -' with paragraph 3.2 of the SOW, Attachment 1, Section C, North Carolina

.%
State University's Technical Proposal, Manufacturing Technology for

Apparel Automation, April 1986.
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A requirement for extending use of the modularized work station to

as broad a base as seems reasonable is one of the tasks outlined in the

DLA objectives. This requires further investigations of operation

sequences and assembly parts in both military and civilian apparel. In

one sense this activity is a market survey to determine potential users

of work station groups. A new survey of present active government

apparel coi.tractors is being formulated. Manipulation of this data base

should provide insight into future areas for automation as well as a

basis for establishing the rules of flexiblity within an apparel

environment.

1.3 Phase III, Recommend a Set of Modularized Work Unit Groups. Provide, in

accordance with paragraph 3.3 of the SOW, Attachment 1, Section C, North

Carolina State University's Technical Proposal, Manufacturing Technology

for Apparel Automation, April 1986.

There are several inventor/entrepreneurs as well as a number of

small to medium equipment firms which have been evaluated to determine

which individuals or firms are able to bring modularized equipment into

practical use at a reasonable price. This analysis involves not only

prior history of reliability but also such other items as financial

stability, employed manpower, the skills of the firms' manpower, and the

shop equipment. The result of this analysis has led to the selection of

ARK, Inc. as the vendor.

1.4 Phase IV, Decisn, Construction and Testinq of Modularized Work Unit

"roups. Provide, in accordance with paraqraph 3.4 of the SOW, Attachment

1, -ection C, North Carolina State r1niv.-rsity'3 Technical Proposal,

Manufacturinq Technology fnr Apparel Automation, April 1986.

m.
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NCSU is planning to provide for a staff presence to assist and work

t with the vendor or subcontractor. As an example, graduate students from

the School of Engineering may be utilized in preparing drawings for small

firms which lack adequate staff. The activity here will be largely that

of monitoring progress against pre-established bench marks.

'.
p1 t.
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PROGRESS BY PHASES (16 July - 15 October, 1987)M
PHASE I PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Activity progress from 2 January - 15 October 1987 is marked off on

the MMP activity chart in Appendix I. The DD Form 1473 report

documentation page will be prepared by DLA and will be forewarded to ONRR

and DESC.

Project management activity for this period includes two industrial

review board meetings. The summary of the 18 August 1987 meeting held at

NCSU is included as Appendix II. This meeting reviewed vendor proposals

-" received by NCSU to that date and established the fact that the "best and

final bid" from vendors was due 21 August 1987. The second IRB meeting 5

October 1987 was held in Atlanta at the Sumbrand headquarters. (See

Appendix III) This meeting covered the final bid selection, introduced

the selected vendor (ARK, Inc.) to the IRB and solicited open discussion

with the vendor on his proposed approach. Data submitted in this report

includes:

- MMP Appendix I

IRB Meeting 18 August 1987 Appendix II

*IRB Meeting Blessing Letter 19 Auqust 1987 Appendix III

IRB Meeting 5 October 1987 Appendix IV

Best and Final Offer ARK Appendix V

• Best and Final Offer Singer Appendix VI

Correction to Best and Final Offer Singer Appendix VII

a.%
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Offer Acknowledgement Appendix VIII

[ Offer Evaluation T. G. Clapp, H. Hamouda Appendix IX

Exploratory Study Flexibility/Modularity

In Automated Apparel Manufacturing Systems -

John R. Canada Appendix X

Subcontract Agreement For Technical Services

Between NCSU and ARK, Inc. Appendix XI

Per DLA request prior submissions and attachments as included in NCSU/DLA

- 87/1 report of 15 July 1987 follow. Data included in report 1 as:

0
Preliminary equipment specifications Appendix III

Singer/TechStyle Proposal Appendix IV

4 Cole Associates Proposal (ARK, Inc.) Appendix V

Daily News Record article (3/9/87) Appendix VI

Daily News Record article (3/13/87) Appendix VIII

Proposal Review questions (Singer and TechStyle)Appendix VIII

-" ,Singer Trip Report - T. Clapp Appendix IX

4% Singer Trip Report - H. Hamouda Appendix X

Proposal Review questions - ARK, Inc. Appendix XI

ARK Trip Report - T. Clapp Appendix XII

A ARK Trip Report - H. Hanouda Appendix XIII

. ARK Proposal Clarification Appendix XIV

-. Style Number and Style Description Appendix XV

Operation Description Appendix XVI

Styles in each operation Appendix XVII

A.L
Per' ent Contrihution of an nperation Appendiix XVIII

.

-V
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The current three month period has completed the vendor selection

phase. The project is now entering the vendor overview period which will

extend from 2 October 1987 up to 1 March 1989 for a maximum of eighteen

months.

PHASE II DATA BASE

Since the 15 July 1987 report, Dr. J. R. Canada has completed a

preliminary exploration of defining flexibility in an apparel

environment. The purpose of this exploration was to establish the nature

of a research project in this area. (See Appendix for report) He

establishes the areas in which further study might be directed, probably

J, [utilizing students.

NCSU is transfering a T1990 computer from industrial engineering to

apparel. The addition of this system will more than double the data base

capacity. The data base will be arrayed in a varie;ty of sequences for

analytical purposes.

- PHASE III RECOMMEND/SPECIFY A WORK UNIT GROUP

- As covered in Phase I of this report a contract has been signed by

-' ARK, Inc. and NCSU to produce a work unit. This basically completes

Phase III. Although there will he some minor additional activity

associated with the contract.

'

.. I PHASE IV MONITOR THE CONTRACTOR

4. *This phase began with the 5 October 1987 meeting in Atlanta. Check

point dates are in the process of being clarified.

.n ,*.
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INDUSTRIAL KLVIEW BOARD

-, MEETING OF AUGUST 18, 1987

S ATTENDING FROM INDUSTRY

Hubert Blessing Levi Straus
Manny Gaetan Bobbin
Don Moffitt DPSC
John Nicholson Tennessee Apparel
Don O'Brien DLA
Joe Off (TC)2

k Ernst Schraymayer Jet Sew
Max Tripp Sun Brand

ABSENT

David Adcock Allwear Manufacturing
- John Wilcox KSA

ATTENDING FROM NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Carol Carrere
Tim G. Clapp
Hechmi Hamouda
Trevor Little

, Ed McPherson

ABSENT

John Canada
Karen Hersey
Gerry Isley
W. K. Walsh

CONTENTS
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Don O'Brien

The meeting was opened with Don O'Brien as the first speaker. He

reviewed the origins of the Defense Logistics Agency's Manufacturing

technology for Apparel Automation Project. DLA is seeking to develop

commercially feasible equipment which can be converted from civilian to

military use (or vice versa) in the event of war. The United States sewing

* ~ operator base has been eroded by imports. The Department of Defense does not

want to be dependent upon overseas apparel sources in event of war. DLA staff

has expressed some concern tat the proposed module might not be flexible

enough for multiple use. He feels that the IRB may be able to assist the

equipment producer in developing alternate uses for the equipment. He

.o expressed a desire for further marketing surveys and welcomes ideas on how the

proposed project can be exploded into other productive areas. He explained

that NCSU has a contract with DLA rather than a grant. The contract is to

produce viable equipment.

E MCP

McPherson presented a contract overview that included a calendar of

events as follows: Proposal submitted to DLA April 1986, cost proposal

audited July/August 1986 during which time several amendments were made which

reduce original proposal estimate from $1,300,079 to $1,189,163. The amended

proposal was approved 12/12/86 and was received at the textile school

12/29/86. The project is broken into seven phases of whic' five are funded.

PHASE I Project M.anagement includes: MMP, reports, IRB, and related

* L&
expenses $111,470.

PHASE II Development of specifications of garment subassemblies which

can be candidates for equipment configurations. $124,109.

*.. ' PHASE III Recommend a work cell and prepare an equipment specification.

Includes advertising for vendors, mailing of specifications,

review of specs. with vendor; analysis of replies and
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recommending a vendor. Since vendors were to file their "best

and final" offers by 5:00pm 8/21/87, the IRB was asked not

divulge costs and evaluations until after the deadline.

Im $37,783.

PHASE IV Construction and testing of a modularized work unit capable of

being reconfigured to accomodate at least two assembly

sequences. This activity includes drawing, regular progress

reviews. Initially the work was to be completed in twelve

months but has since been extended to eighteen months,

' . $594,717.

PHASE V Reporting costs included above. The currently funded project

" totals $868,079.00. The next two phases are an option period

0 •valued at $321,064 and are to be initiated by a DLA progress

review.

PHASE VI Project management six months extension $54,767.

PHASE VII Demonstration on contractors and defense department premises. Each

. demonstration to be under plant operating conditions for

periods of three months. $266,297.00

McPherson then outlined the coming topics with Tim Clapp to speak on
evaluation, T. J. Little on MMP, and Carol Carrere on subassembly data.

* Progress dates since the contract completion are:

ITEM COMPLETION
DATE

'C

. - Specifications 4/3/87
Vendor Answers 5/15/37

- Visit Vendors 6/37
Completed Review 6/15/87
Requested Time Extension 6/19/87
Received Approved Time Extension 6/19/87
Mailed Notice of Extension

and request for "Best and
Final" Bid 8/13/37

Final Bid Due by 5:00 pm 8/21/7



Dr. Tim Clapp (NOTE: This is taken from a tape recording and contains

the usual incomplete statements. Some voice identification may be in error.)

TC - I want to talk about the specification that was written and also the

evaluation of the proposals that we received. On the specification Ed and Don

A have prefaced what I plan to say in that we wanted to design or develop a

systems specification to combine 3 parts. We want this to be a success. Ed

S did not go into what the 3 parts were and I will start it; I am not the apparel

expert so Ed will have to help me out as well as Trevor. The project or the

work cell would be to take a front pants pocket, military pants pocket, that have

a facing and a bearer, take the parts from the cut stacks, assuming face to face

cut, and some people do not cut face to face but a lot of the military con-

tractors do and that is the more difficult way to handle the cut stacks. But

0take the cut stacks, face to face, separate the individual plys and then sew the

facing and the barrier on the pocket and then the final operation would be to

fold and bag the pocket. So that's the brief outline of the work cell system -

take the parts, cut face to face, and produce a bagged pocket to military

specks. Which is something of a problem on its own - the people say that

military specks are never used and I'll let ... when you take pockets apart

S and look at them, they are not all done exactly the same. OK. So that's the

problem so our bid to develop specifications and use the DOD specifications

for combat trouser uniform front pockets to work out system specifications.

Now, what were we thinking about when we were writing the specifications? OK.

As I mentioned earlier, flexibility is a prime concern. What do we mean by

flexibility? How do we define flexibility? John Canada, in Industrial

SEngineering, is working on defining flexibility for us; but in a practical

* -- sense, if this work cell system were to go into a military contractors plant,

~ 1) yoj wojld like for it to be able to manufacture all the sizes of the different

i'I
'S •'
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military pockets, and 2) you would also like for it to be able to make

civilian pockets of similar styles. So it should have the flexibility to make

a range of sizes and also be able to very quickly and efficiently switch from

Nmilitary to civilian pockets for making civilian apparel so that you wouldn't

be limited to just this particular style of pocket as -

Manny Gaetan - Do you accept questions in the process? TC - "Yes"

, Gaetan - So, therefore, you are not only talking about the shape of

different kinds of fabrics that civilian would handle - TC - That's right -

Now, when we are talking about material -

*Gaetan - You have more uniformity of fabrics in military than you have

in civilian -

TC - That's right. Now one of the considerations in terms of

*flexibility that, that material properties, now I am speaking generally here,

and if I say something wrong please correct me - but generally speaking, the

*.i m  military contractor that makes the pants generally works in a, I am going to

say a narrow fabrics range as oppossed to - they do woven pants, they may make

work pants and they wont use knits and real light, so there is a range we feel

like they should be able to work in from flexibility of materials also.

McPherson - Let me add one thing here - one of the projects we have is to

find out what fabrics present pickers can pick up successfully. That's a

separate project, though.

I Gaetan - My point is that you might be increasing the cost of the project

by Perhaps $70,000 by requiring it to handle a wide spectrum of fabrics for

16 civilians that would not be required for the military.

TC - That's true. If we expected that the feeder bottom of the sewing

machine separaters to separate knit fabrics or sheer fabrics that would be very

unreasonable. By the same token, though, thinkirj long-term from a general

concept, we wo'uld like tro doiqn, this iV tilkin q about the feeder module is an



K.' " example, we would like to design the feeder module so that, let's say this

feeder module, instead of going to produce military pockets, let's say we

wanted to use it in a completely different operation, we wanted to see this

feeder module to a knitwear company. OK. The goal would be that the basic

- module would be the same, the picking mechanism would be different. It may be

a vacuum instead of a needle, or it may be an adhesive, but the basic hardware

is the same so that would make it more affordable to the, no, I wouldn't

really call it mass production, but to be able to take the basic unit and

modify the feeding or picking head. But 4e don't expect, in this project,

that the supplier would supply three entirely different picking devices for

this project. We don't expect that this project in order to be a success must

* be able to do knit fabrics or very sheer fabrics and also the military

fabrics.

Interrupter - I think this is an, interesting point here because the

actial pocket bag itself, whether it is civilian or military, falls within

fairly reasonable ranges. The big concern, I think, is what these facings ano

bearers are going to be lke, but there is an advantage in that they are small

pieces and so we are actually picking and placing these smaller pieces and

that is qoirg to be a challenqe, :3rco, and t! ,t's where te most variations

(Se,eral m -ffled voices - cannot distinquish what they are saying -)

.' Tripp - here did yc; q with this, ari, yc -. rectin2 this tIiirA

. K: Iitar! garments basically or a- is rq to be f,, c-.."ercial -n- '>il lt rv cr

9 noefilly to d, both?

1n ,
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TC - Well, I guess Don could address that better than I could but we

would like for all apparel manufacturers to want to buy the equipment and if

minor modifications were needed for particular manufacturers, let's say they

weren't producing military garments but they were producing other garments

that had different fabric properties that either the pickers would be changed

or the modules, the basic modules would be the same so we would like for

. civilian manufacturers to go with that that they would be interested in it

-. also.

John Nicholson - Well, I can understand that. We have been making dress

trousers for the military for 30 some years and we make the Marine Corps, the

Air Force, the Army, the Navy. All have some few minor differences, but we have

also made the battle dress trousers which is different in shape and size but we

don't do commercial work but very, very seldom, and you won't find many

government contractors that jump back and forth between commercial and

military. So basically your thrust is either military or commercial so that we

don't need to have a machine that will do both of them. If we are going to do

military then that is what we would look at and the commercial guy, I guess,

would look at the commercial.

rUon O'Brien - If I could just address that for a second. One of the

raticniles for the program that we are pursuing is we want to be able to bring

c-line a wide variety of contractors in a very short period of time if there

were some kind of national emergency or something like that. So the

" reriirement in the statement of work is tcr produce a military and a civilian

type of garment and the rationale here is within the context of what Tim was

% " saying about changing out the feeder and optional pickers is that we would

* ,...nt as much commonality between ( mrnmerci al ind r-;i I t ry C ntractors as

, :, ~i:e. 52 that the commercial contractors q .11 . ry eas i ly PicK up

,.r tnt ',ork without m3ssive change r .ers.

o21



- Joe Off - That is true, we have made the Levis, we've made big commercial manu-

facturers and it is basically the same operation. We wouldn't have any problem,

S not to my knowledge, .... highly styled items you might get into some problems

on the volume items you are looking at here but basically the same ...
Don O'Brien - Well, I guess the other point I want to make is that,

and I was a little concerned about this, is that the final parts that were

." selected represented something that was a compromise, Ed can feel free to

correct me, but between something that was doable and something that was

representative of a technical challenge. It was a balance of all the

> ; constraints that would be put on a project but I don't really hope that the

project is not perceived as only a pocket machine or a pocket capability but a

0 broader range of capability that would have similar size parts, let's say,

within some geometric constraint on handling the material. So that, the

pocket was selected because it was a real part and it demonstrated the new

r.o technical achievement but it is not specifically a pocket machine, it is

sijpposed to be a more general purpose machine and ....

McPherson - Let me talk a little bit about the principle. The principle we

are trying to demonstrate here is we have lots of machines right now that can

p, one piece against another piece and sew. But they haven't gone to three.

/ ', a, , e are looking at an area here of about two feet by two feet that we are

goino to assemble somethi,-g on and the basis I look at this is, with minor

-7,1ifications of the programs, we can run the arms and the pickers, we shnuld be

le1, in that sa-e area, assemble other types of things either by rodifying the

pw,'rim or by rodifying the pickers. But what we are looking at is an area of

1 - assembly which allows us to do -ore than is being done now. Wve are trying to

it is in jx nsive as p-sab;,, ,ea se if ', (1 "nt r e it inexpensiv'e,

_ . , ,[ qcinq t-, h),jy it.

*16 A
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Hubert Blessing - Gentleman (with strong accent - Unable to understand.

NOTE: Separate recap is being made)

C4 McPherson - This is nothing but equipment capable of expansion. What

v . you do is start checking pocket alternatives as well as other places it can be

used. But that is really what we are after. OK, Tim, we have busted you up a

bit -

TC - That's all right. We have touched on modularity which is basically

developing units and we have been using the feeder unit as our example. We have

* !i the registration units and other units in there but modularity in terms of

having uniform electror ^s, being able to connect mechanically to take these

kmodular units and reconfigure them, not on a daily basis like "I need this

* feeder module over here tomorrow". That's not really what we are looking at in

' . terms of flexibility but being able to take that feeder module and, instead of

feeding bearers or facings, be able to feed another small part. So, you are

still working with the basic module but you may change the feeding head or the

picker device. So, it is working towards commonality of a basic system and if we

could, long term from the university perspective and thinking years down the

road in quick response and flexibility, it would be nice to be able to have the

designer design the garment and once that two-dimensional pattern is in the

marker maker, that information could be used to communicate to the manufacturing

S floor, take that information to make flexible change. That's long-term but we
*/ do that o'rt cf thing at the university - we think in those terms. And com-

'" -cr-iity of the electronic controls to be able to send that information down

0 with that ability to change is very important there. Retail calls ... chance

-, €. of succes;. We *.anted to do something that we had a high chance of .uccess.

P den't wnt this to he a failure, Ed doesn't - he doesn't want to q off

into retirement being a failire with this contract. I am stre Pon d r ,'

Lfz



want to be a failure either so I guess that was one of the considerations with

taking small parts and with taking this pocket assembly. Also, using as much

Ii existing technology as possible, in developing this work cell, it is critical

4 " in making t a success. In retail calls, using existing technology is also

critical here. In minimizing the retail calls so that the apparel

mar,..facturer can justify purchasing this system and acceptance by the apparel

manufacturers. I don't know if the total bottom line is cost, but I know it

is very important. It is also quality aspects and in the specifications we

want to produce the parts that are of equal if not greater quality than can be

prc/ uced by hand.

OK. Now I want to address the question about whether it is a p-ototype

' or a production machine. We specified that once the system was built, an

initial prototype would be done at the facility where its manufactured and

,-then the succeeding step would be to go into a production operation and

actually run extensive production testing (McPherson - It may take 3 months to

#': "-K test it) so it would go through a fairly extensive production testing.

As far as the design of the system, I was trying to describe the problems

I. rcre than anything else and our goals that we would like to accomplish in the

"ys e 7. '.e s-ecifically did not spell out how we wanted it designed and we left

"tis uD t: the creativity of the vendors making the proposals. We may have

w3te! to do something like that but we specifically did not say that this

wojld have to be connected to this module and and we didn't define the

," ., 'I~ e' basically said a feeder module, a registration module, very

0 e~er, i. 1. it was left up to the vendor in the proposal to configure these

U " -rdies in t'e way he felt was the most appropriate.

:n crder to assure the widest publicity possible for potential project

ide,,,., two articles were published in the Daily News Record. Calls were

receed expressing interest in the specification together with sample pockets

SX



were sent to these nine firms. These firms - I have Uot AMF down twice, it was

sent to Richmond and to Joe Off in Texas, so these were sent out. To May 15,

which was our deadline, two proposals has been received. The proposals were

v ~ submitted by -

Manny Gaetan - Excuse me - Is this in the handouts?

TC - It's not in mine.

Manny Gaetan - I want to make a list of the -

__ TC - Oh, OK, excuse me -- I can give you a copy, they will be included in

_ the minutes (McPherson - we will read them to you in a minute)

Manny Gaetan - Oh, I'm through - I'm sorry.

STC - OK, I'm sorry. Proposals were submitted by Singer Sewing in concert

with TexStyles Incorporated, and also a proposal was submitted by ARK Incor-

porated. N~ow Ar*1F requested an extension in time involved for proposal

completion and advised us that they could not complete the work cell in under 2

S years. Our initial time specification was one year and that has been extended

".. now to 18 months. Singer Sewing have in concert with TexStyle Incorporated

in the quotation made a proposal. In the proposal TexStyles Inc. is listed

-J . as the primary subcontractor in the proposal. There was some collaboration

between TexStyles Inc. and Singer Sewing and I will address that in a litcle

more detail in a minute. ARK Inc., the small firm that produces machinery for

apparel and Textile-related companies, is a sister corporation to Cole and

Associates. Cole and Associates are primarily consultants for the apparel and

\& " related companies. Cole and Associates and ARK Inc. provide, I guess, total

services to apparel and textile-related companies. Cole and Associates is

more the industrial engineering branch and ARK Inc. is the machinery side of

the -

,cPhersqn - ARC Inc. was formerly Apparel Research Kellwood and Bill

." . ..



Cole bought that when he left Kellwood - it's about 25 years old and they have

built special purpose machines for years.

TC - The bids were reviewed by our staff at NCSU and plant visits were

.. scheduled. Dr. Hamouda and I visited Singer and ARK to evaluate the

facilities and ask technical questions pertaining to each proposal. I had

"* previously visited TexStyles, the TexStyles facilities, so I was familiar with

* 2 their facilities and technical staff there.

7-r At this time, I would like to describe the conceptual design of each of the

proposals. I feel that once we look at the conceptual design then we will be

able to compare the two.

... Now I want to, I guess, reiterate what Ed had said earlier, the contract

has not been let yet. So I guess confidentiality is (McPherson - yes, we would

appreciate if nobody discusses anything that you hear here today - until after

the 21st). This is the Singer/TexStyles conceptual design of the combat

trouser work segment. Let me try to go through the system, or the work cell,

and you can get a very good idea of the conceptual design.(NOTE: Used a slide

and a pointer here). We have basically, three feeder modules, this feeds the

t pocket, the barrier and the facing and each of the feeder modules has in series

* with it, a flipper module, which is assuming you have a face to face cut. The

V .' flipper module there is to flip every other part. If you were not cutting face

to face you would not even need this module. Then there is the registration

module to register the part so that you know where it is located, transport it

into a combiner module that combines the pocket and the barrier so at this point

• the barrier and the pocket are orientated and registered on top of each other,

transferred through a sewing module. The sewing module would sew the barrier

onto the pocket. This is transferred to another registration module and at this

. point the low facing bundles are separated, flipped as necessary, registered,

and combine2d with the pocket which already has the barrier sewed onto it. At

~~' I. -N.
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this point, the third part it is registered and placed on the pocket. The

pocket is then moved into the next sewing module which sews the facing, sews

S this part onto the pocket and then it is transported to a folding and bagging

operation which is not shown here. The proposal that was submitted, basically

submitted in terms of two options. One, this option and the additional option

would have a folder and a bagger to bag the pocket and then to stack it. So, in

this area there would be a folder and a bagger and then the stacker. Any

questions, generally, about the conceptual drawing?

? You said one of your interests was to use known technology - does any of

S this require new frontiers of technology?

TIC - Well, it is hard to answer that - particularly for me because of our

S visit to Singer. When we visited Singer, Dr. Hamouda and I visited the facili-

ties and our primary goal was to evaluate the facilities and ask technical

questions about the conceptual design. As to those questions, how much of this

s. is commercial or production proven equipment? I think one of the specific

questions I asked was "If you had to assemble this system today, how much of the

assembly drawings and equipment drawings, these type drawings, could you pro-

vide?" If there was one of these systems that was already, let's say they had

S bought a feeder module from a company, or let's say a bagger, let's say they

bought a commercial bagger, well they could provide those drawings, that was a

general question. The first question I asked Singer, though, was I knew it was6
a joint proposal, my first question was who has prime responsibility or

accountability for the project? And Jim Lower, who many of you know is no

longer with Singer, was our prime contact at Singer and at our visit he stated

that Singer had prime responsibility for the contract and that TexStyle Inc., as

stated in the proposal, was a primary subcontractor to be used to assist in the

S development of the system. So, I began to ask some general technical questions

to the best of my ability. One question I asked was, we will use the feeder as an

'.1 example, why are the feeders round? It seems like it takes up a lot of floor

6A!



space. I am just asking a basic question. Singer responded, well, we

don't know if we are going to use round feeders, we will probably use a belt

feeder. And I said, OK, what about the transfer devices or the cloth

separation devices, Singer has several devices - we really don't know which,

,'. you know, we really haven't decided on what device we are going to use. They

assured us that whatever they supplied would meet the specifications. Yes sir -

Off - I just wanted to ask - for example, if you are going to put

it in the round, you already have it stacked, why are you going to stack it manually

instead of picking from the cartridge if it is already stacked?

McPherson That is what we basically have -

Off - Right - but the question I asked you is because this concept looks very

similar to a prototype two years ago at the Bobbin Show under the Georgia Tech con-

tract.

TC - Exactly.

Off - So, this leads me to believe there is a considerable amount of work that

has already been done in this area.

"~., Blessing - Of course, we are all aware of that from a technology point of

view, I don't want to call it it's ??? but shortly thereafter, here is my

reasoning - you combine two pieces, all right, subsequent to each one - let me

explain - you culminate any kind of ?? you have ??? what you do you feed one

piece ??? and you take the second piece which you want to lead when you pick

* - .:it up since in time and time phase they are 180 degrees apart so you have

. ,. plenty of time to get a fast ??? (cannot understand but every few words). So

if you ask me do I see anything new in technology, I see nothing what is not

:. - at least 10 years old. (NOTE: This is being retyped separately)

Off - Tim, while you were at Singer, did you see any other piece of

equipment?

TC - OK, in the morning, we went to the (TC) 2 facility at Fairfield, I

guess the (TC)2 machine is being developed for commercial application.



Off - Well, let me be a little bit more specific - Did you see any piece of

equipment that was working in that operation.

TC -I don't know - At the Bobbin Show did you - they had a pocket -

McP - You didn't see it at Singer?

TC - Yes I did, (lots of overlapping voices) we didn't see this at Singer,

but in other words, we saw a pocket machine that was, it was basically a jeans

pocket, they were putting the facing on the pocket at Singer and they demon-

strated it at the Bobbin Show, I don't know if it was last year or the year

before.

Off - Last year.

TC - OK, It's one complete unit and they had, I think, two large robots

*hooked to it, one to combine the pieces, it may have been one to combine and the

- other one to move it through the sewing unit.

Off - They put the facings on, putting the watchpocket on, bagging it and

finishing it all in one machine with two heads - You saw that?

TC -That's right - we did see that - OK.

McP- That machine isn't what they proposed.

Off- I realize that, that's where I am headed, I just wanted to make sure they

had seen this piece of equipment -

TC - Yes, we did see it and I did ask the question how much, if I wanted to

*• buy this machine, how much would it cost and they said around $250,000
"** Off - Good deal -

T- OK, Now, but here is the other point that you bringing up that is

very important. When we look at this conceptual design that was proposed to us,

-. .there is virtually no or very little Singer technology. This is primarily a

~. design by TexStyles which is very similar to the Bobbin Show prototype. When

I was at TexStyles visiting their facilities, this was a little over a year

ago, I saw the basic system they showed at the Bobbin Show in 1984. I was

told at that time it was prepared to run at the Bobbin Show and had not been



,m. run since. Now, that was a year and a half ago, OK, so I don't know if it has

been pursued since then and I am not sure if it has been in extensive

production/testing or not, but when I was there I did not see it, was not able

to see it run.

Nicholson - I have a question - Someone earlier said something about this

concept of assembly had to be able to use hand cut goods and I think this is

critical to this whole program. Go back 40 years ago to my first operation I

was testing methods on and the standards which set cutting standard composites

with Kurt Salmon, and we basically are doing the operation the same as we did

' then except new machinery for some and so forth but it is one of our toughest

; : operations in our company to train and maintain the quality workmanship and

* right now we are looking at dye cutting of pockets and getting a more accurate

cutting on the facings because those girls are constantly moving those facings

up and down the pocket to make it come together properly, and I think that if

it is important to have anything like this succeed you are going to have to

have a more accurate cutting that we have been able to do and most people can

do with hand cutting, you are going to have to have dye cutting, you are going

to have to have automated cutting of some sorts. I think it is critical that

it is not going to be hand cut to be successful in my opinion.

Gaetan - Tim, could I ask a question here? When are you going to have a

standard. What is the variation in those cut pockets, is it plus or minus 16,

plus or minus 8, just the dimensions.

Nicholson - Well, we say you should hold it within an eighth, but

• unfortunately they don't. If they cut that pocket manually it can vary up to a

quarter or a half.

? - There you go - Yes Sir.

*b '- (Overlapping voices) - Gentleman (with strong accent - cannot
understand.)

? Military is a straight pocket - (overlapping voices again.)

Gentleman (with strong accent again.)

. .



McPherson - Why don't you move along to the others -

TC - Ok, the last point I want to make about this before I move along is it

is a series operation and generally speaking, in a series operation, any module

' " failure will reduce the whole system's efficiency. Hubert, would you agree

with that, and in the proposal they propose that this system will work at

95 per cent efficiency at a production rate of 3,500 pairs per day or 7,000

pockets per day.

And now I want to talk about -

. Thirty-five hundred pair a day bagged pockets

TC - yes, bagged pockets - one every four seconds. That was quoted in the

%J
N statement of proposals.

Now, ARK Inc. conceptual design is not as drawn to scale it is more concep-

tual as - they have a different approach. Their approach is, first thing they

want to do is turn in the modular parts, ok, because they are going to do the

initial cloth separation - take the cut parts - use a turning system to

separate right from left and this turning device system will be used for all

the parts - any small parts that need to be turned right and left will be run

on this system. The next system is a serger which would search the facings

,, .- and the barriers. Th specification for this is if you don't serge?
'p

you have to fold. Is that right?

McPherson - The specifications say that you can either serge or fold.

TC - They prefer serging because folding is more difficult to accomplish.
*J, '-A.

\ 'dBlessing - Why not top stitch, makes a much better quality garment

i ", than serging?

McPherson - We would probably be able to get better quality. The stitch

' ' makes a much nicer garment but right now we are meeting the DOD specifications -

O'Brien - does not allow it -

McP - DOD doesn't allow it - that doesn't mean that a lot of people don't do

-- it-
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*2 .Tripp - Serging operation, 503 type stitching - - you are talking 406

or a (Accent again).

Mumbled voices -

TC - The serger is a separate design system that would serge most any

small part. It would serge the facings and the barriers without any

reprogramming or any modification. Now, both of these systems run at a much

higher speed than what we will call the assembly system - the combining of the

facing and the pocket - and they have been separated, they can still be

monitored by the controller and they can be placed in a work cell type of

operation with all of these units around the controller, but in the desiqn

they felt like it would be better for several reasons to separate these out.

One is the productivity of these two machines is much higher than this

machine, also that added flexibility this turning divider could be in '-he

cutting room - it does not have to be with the work cell - the serger, if you

were serging other small parts, it may be with the other sergers in the plant

- also, they were very concerned about system efficiency. That these modules

would be - would not effective - as you add sewing modules, that was their prime

p-. concern that if you put sewing modules in series you really reduce the overall

- efficiency of the system. That's why they have presented an alternate method

4- of the assembly which basically the assembly system is you have three feeder0

%' ; modules which feed -*ito a registration unit. The registration unit - well is

the combining unit and this is the registration unit that registers the

-m : orientation to it so they know where the pocket is located. Let's move into the
0.

sewing system - let me get my notes here - OK the sewing system - these two

sewing modules are something like a Pfaff 433 lock stitch. Their philosophy is

to, the more you have to move the pocket material, the more chance you have for

having problems so they are going to move the pocket into position and then,

clamp the pocket and then sew around the facing and the barrier. They are

holding the pocket stationary and moving the sewing machine. They will ne an

• * .-. . . .. . . . ... ~ ~ ~ r .. ,,



Omni directional 301 stitch. This is what they are - you know wore about that

than I do. Now, the next step would be to combine the barrier with the facing

on the pocket, again registered and a simpler sewing operation, sewing module as

this one, say the Pfaff 438 lock stitch machine, now they continued with a

folder that would fold the pocket and then a bagger and d staffer. Their

- , alternative method, which they feel would be better from an overall efficiency

. ,- point of view, is to separate this out again so that you don't have three sewing

systems in series and bag the pocI.et with a similar system. Now all of these

,, .. units will have the same basic electronic control modules, independent

, cntrollers. These can run independently or in conjunction with a controller.

Y 'C w all of these units will have the same basic electronic control modules,

, independent controllers. These can run independently or in conjunction with a

controller. In other words, if you wanted all of these machines in one physical

location with one operator primarily as a tender, you could do that, or if you

wanted to move the right and left part separation to the cutting room or the

small parts serger to another place in the plant, you could do that also.

Off - Your bobbin machinery requires, that is your lock stitch requires a

bobbin - by changing it to 401 stitch is a way so they would not have to change

' . the bobbin, OK -

(Mumbled voices -)

. How does he get from one unit to the next one?

7 - 0K, the operator would physically move the finished stack from one

-, eration to another -

Blessing - In other words, move the stocks

TC - Stacks, right, bundles, now their operation procedure is basically to

do a stack of rights and a stack of lefts, or bundles, almost in a bundle

concept for each cut. I guess he would separate rights and lefts and that bundle

of rights would go into the bundles of lefts would go into the system.

Blessing - (cannot understand.)

(Several mumbled voices -)



Blessing - There is a lot to be said for setting up right and left

assembly of pants panels.

( T' - I think he-

(Accent) - NO ?

Schamayr - In the fact that you have an operator handling bundles raises

the question, in this ARK proposal - in the first Singer/Textiles there i$ one

pc:Net every four seconds, how many people in that one cell?

T,- One

Schamayr - One person - how about in this one? One per-son also. What is
the output?

TC - they are very pragmatic, they say between two to four thousand pair of

, .pockets per day, per shift, excuse me, two thousand to four thousand pair per

shift.

Gaetan - Two thousand to four thousand (Right) when you say they are very

pragmatic, does that imply the other is not?

0 TC and McPherson talking at the same time -

TC - they gave a range, they can't say, they would not say that this

machine would produce 3 thousand pairs a day

Other mumbled voices -

McP - we specified that whatever the proposal stated had to have a minimum

S"of 2 thousand pair - so they meant the minimum - they said they would do that

but they wouldn't tell us exactly how much more

Mumbled voices again -

TC - Production is important from the stand point of return on

investment, and also the higher the proven speed of the system the more

you ask for the system -

Tripp - Set up and the cost.

TC - OK, that's my next slide -

,,- *K O'Brien Let me ask one question did he ever address what the

NJ
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,.. controller

P. - The contr. 1l1er keeps track of thread breaks, everythirg i t r,,et

i i:: ',:;3 department specifiLations

-'2rien - Well, that goes without saying, I was just wondering -

,.2., ".. McP - Keeps track of everything going down - of anything going wrong -

C-'
- O, go ahead

n- ,c s, , There are simple controllers on the mar-et that Can do 2'.

St "ff the shelf packaqes right now so I would -(Overlapp'ng tal~lnq)

- let -e addyress that controller cuestion briefly. We did addreyK h.t

-- ", The sail that they would go with a microprocesser system that w,-,,1d be -r-

-fa mornitor than a controller. It would monitor these units and alert the

*0:ritcr to the problems and also it would be a controller in a sense of worK-

- th h e seqin. modules - let's take for example you had, .ell the diffeer

-'' Sizes, L,, when you change sizes you would have to change thc ath of the seirg

neal ,o those proqrams would be programmed in the controller so the operator

would see her ticket size 12 ard she would go to the computer and set p t'.at

-"]size 12 right panels arc coming down the line and she would, the microprocesse,

L, those programs would contrrl that numerical control sewing -

Moffit - When you make those pockets on this machine you've got to

-lternate the rights and lefts in sequence - correct?

i , o. 'e is going to do it in bundles, well sequencc in terms of he

ginj to send say a bundle of rights then a bundle of lefts to the same lots.

,'.ff'+t Is the other one doing the same thinq or -ilternitino ore nd

- The thr on,, based <n that pr o a, is ,ne right, -r ft t .0

rioht, one left, bpc-a se as yoi take them off the stacks and there's circul 3r

f rs y; are goin q ro be ickinq up a ri-ht facing 1f ,ft facino, r :ht

I i>:t, left pocket. Yes sir -

T: C O, I guess the point I want to make with both systems is they can
;r

r) ri ht and left so if yoiu v.' nt to ha ve th 0) system isJ t Ii r i 0Ktyou cKu'

" ,N "" . . """i - - # ' " " "''"""' ".4 W"m" ' " "' ' " "0 
"
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j"-.t feed right or with both systems, they both have that flexibility.

N i_ i~o In Just remember, if you go with the military, you don't hae to

worry too mich about shaping, when you get into civilian goods you start

gettin int, snaping and when you start splitting bundles like that you really

have to watch your shaping or you are in really big trouble.

I. >e,.ra overlapping voices -)

T - any o~her questions - . compared to Ed, if I am running over my

li' .- ,ime allotment, 'Ill ,top - I am just about finisned. OK, we try to do a

-co paiscn between the Singer/TexStyles proposal and the ARK proposal - flexi-

, t vC for Loth of them, it's a hard thing to say yes its definitely

. . flexible until it's built so both proposals get the yes in flexibility, modu-

0 larity, yes; electronic control, yes; facilities in visiting the Sinqer built

. .- facilities and the TexStyles facilities - each facility in itself is capable of

' producing the proposed equipment. The APK facilities, their philosophy is to

:e subcontractors, they have, basically, a small facility where they assemble

tr complete machine and they subcontract out like their electronic controls, a

lot of their machining, they have prototyping capabilities, if they need to make

a moification they have the machines, the lathes, the drill presses and things

'f this nature to assemble m chin try and nake minor modifications I was con-
, C .rned bout that - they are locateJ ,n helryville, Tennessee, I said what else

is arourd Shelbyville and they provided a list of subcontractors that they

r)orTjly Ise that arre very close to hr, "jntcville -; 1e center anj there are a
., "., p 3a~ly speak lo

h , h tech jrratihns aroun! there. 1--1, y- ccu]d pro s

S)' h lon - think, '1:O with Ihe it, enq neeri!1- devel,,.-,ent center

,'.j na ,ccess to .thy " " L c', . ery '-,h i-,t i atedl tool and Jye rakers,

ma, ino "hops that serve alI this irr tht have tremr. ly competent peop],I

', n r irr t.his -

%0
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TC - and at our meeting with ARK, Inc., the electronics subcontractor was

trere and prepared to meet with us so he was very knowledgeable on the

~ ~e"5,he presented a lot of options, controls that we might consider so we

feel confident about the subcontractor. We also looked at a machine ARK

had just finished putting together - a finished production machine - and we

were able to ook at the subcontractor work first hand-at their machining,

"e r, clectronics, wiring, and things of this nature. So, very good -

",everal 'voices at the same time -)

T- - I will address that, I knew that would be an important point - we

f _-e2 ,i e all parties are capably competent, ARK provided a list of machinery

"ey n~ave provided that is in production a wide range and we know Singer has a

:r k record also and TexStyles, Inc., produced production machinery also -

Gaetan - They produced equipment - my question is, what kind of automatic

eqip ment? There is a big difference when you jump from plain piece of

6eqipment where an operator feeds it and to a fully automatic piece of

e-quip ent. Has ... (cannot understand)

10 'cP - ARK has - ARK has built automatic equipment ranging from assembly of

tents through home furnishings to hosiery -

Tripp - I believe they have also produced equipment that has been

, Thr>nfaturered by their suppliers to the industry that are in commercial use

N ,, ,ell in, they are represented by some of these equipment firms.

, -Tri ,, And not just one, by several.

* u!n T- xtyles - automatic Shcf't Hemr--r

*C' and Sinqer has produced some of these - the question being introduced
m q ' ,t tir oi,re of equipment

- thirik it is going to boil down to, in my opinion, is the, if remember be

-it o val ating proposals, it gets to the point of ... price is the soundness

" pr-.osal, yo have a tr'igh job caoe the proposals have different

% ,. . % *i..d*,.1



proposals. We have here a man who is very competent in the area and ... and if

he can divorce himself from what he knows, ... evaluate two concepts, otherwise

we are going to have to subpoena 7? and have him ?? every 2.6 seconds -

? - I don't think that's sufficient information ... I think the Singer propo-

sal ... pretty unrealistic - I don't many things ... it is only supposed to be

.. sketchy, the second one is very sketchy, so you can imagine a lot of things and

maybe it is fantastic, but - I don't know. The second proposal is so sketchy I

can visualize the whole machine, all of us can, but I don't know if we vi:ualize

I - the same thing.

? - How much of the concept ... (several garbled voices - Accent again -)

TC I think the answer to the question - there was a concept. Now,

*Singer's response to what specific equipment will be used is not really a

- deciding factor or a major factor because we are talking about concept. If we

go back to the sketch, the concept is what is important - the series concept,

the feeder, registration, and how they do it, not as the technical part of a

circular feeder - they could produce this machine - if they got the contract

they could produce this machine. In talking with Singer, what they plan to do

was once the contract was let, assuming they got the contract, then they would

sit down with North Carolina State University and DLA and other officials and

hammer out some more of tne details. Yes sir -

"? ?- My concern, is that what we saw from ARK in concept appears very solid

but when you translate that concept into something that looks more tangible,

"m ."ybe either more cumbersome more simpler than what Singer proposed - so we
0

don't know

MoP - then there - he didn't put the whole written response up -

- - Who's he -

McP - Tim, - the proposal response in the case of ARK detailed the

michine they are proposing to use and the sequence of operation, that was in

,,IS
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writing, not in drawings, whereas the other proposal put up drawings and

didn't tell what was going to be in it.

?... the expense of writing.

McP - Yes - it is very possible he knows how he is going to make this thing

work -

? - If I had to make a judgment right now, it would be the ARK proposal

because there isn't enough to pick apart -

TC - that is a very valid point. Ed is correct in that ARK had much more

written details and Singer/Texstyles had much more graphic details. And so we -

S"TJL -I think that we should probably add that we got our meeting out of

line by about one week, that's essentially, and at the planning of this first

is IRB meeting we were at that stage going back two months, six weeks, something

like that, we anticipated we would share with you the entire proposals and all

the details, but as Ed said earlier, the bids actually don't close until Friday

and we don't feel it is really fair to give you the full thing ... absolutely

available

McP - They will be available as soon as we get a closing

TJL - So just hold it now until 5 o'clock Friday - thereafter you can have

carte blanche to all the details, but I think it is -

-, "(Mumbled voices - Accent again -)

* m  McP - I feel comfortable with the procedure he has outlined and that

basically as he has it, he has check points, when things are going to be done,

what ... have to be made, what drawings have to be done, etc., he has set

himself up a program of objectives, now that doesn't mean he won't miss some-

thing. We set a program of objectives, too, and we are already a year behind.

?. - I have a question I would like to as', - was it your intention with this

, . group to serve as an evaluation committee on these proposals?

McP - No it was our intention for this group to monitor and evaluate the

progress and correct any errors that they see occur.

... .. •.-...... ...... -..... ' .. ~..'%, 5 -. **J*J. *..*'!' . . *-. - -.-.. " .. ,• ' , ;,



.- So therefore, we are not going to be involved in any evaluation of these

proposals.

McP - No, your viewpoints are definitely welcome, please don't misunderstand

me. The purpose of the review board is to review the progress, be sure that we

are not straying, that we are not wasting money, that we are not going off the

deep end.

TJL - I think that you should also add that the technology is going to be

visible -

McP - Yes, it is going to be visible, it is going to be practical - we can

cut the thing off at any time -

Gaetan - What recourse do you have if they start missing dates or if the

equipment is not as practical?

McP - Requiring performance Bond

TJL - That comes under the contract letting procedure through N. C. State

the successful bidder ...

(Accent again -)

McP - Progress payments. We will review to determine if they have met

their target that has been set and we will make payment - So we have a test, we

have to get all our money back, we have progress payments based on review, we

got objectives that will be set as to what is to be ready when

Gaetan - In what you described was the narrative of the ARK proposal you

said you had check points, when to submit reports, bills and so forth and so

"e- on, that sounds to me a little administrative rather than technical, what kind

of equipment, what stage, what kind of sensors, what kind of picking device,

is that addressed fully there or just administrative when ...

.IcP - he mentions specific sewing equipment

TJL - Stitch times, methods of registration and sensors and things like
that -

TC- There is more detail and justification of concept. He, Ark Inc.,
t



describes the reason for having the turning device separate, the reason for the

concept and that was very important to me in that when we visited ARK they

basically justified their concept based on their experience with manufacturing

people.

McP - They also provided us with the location of the turning device that

he's built. It is running and has been running for 4 years and thinks this....

TC - For example, ... both systems one operator would be required with a

skill level, I put average, from a standpoint of being a computer programmer,

productivity 3,500 pair a day 7,000 pockets per day, ARK has between 2 and 4

thousand pairs per day for 8,000 pockets per day. Existing technology, now, the

reason why I put a question mark here is that Singer's comment was that we don't

know what feeder unit we will use, we don't know what devices we are going to

use, they basically said that the sewing modules and registation unit that had

been developed by Textiles look very promising and other equipment may or may

not be used. So, I didn't get a definitive or a very good answer on how much

would be new developed or how much was existing. To contrast that with ARK,

they estimated 60 to 80 per cent of the equipment is already available. They

have built a turning/divide machine the closed loop serger is a new machine.

McP -that a new device -

TC - That's the new - OK - they specified the sewing systems that were used

and they would buy a commercial bagger so they estimated, in their opinion, that

60 to 80 per cent would be existing technology. Completion time 15 to 17

months. Now the Singer proposal stated that they would complete it in 12 months

without the bagger. With the bagger option it would be another 3 to 5 months

with the bagger addition so that was part of what we were specifying so their

completion time was actually 15 to 17 months. ARK, Inc. was 16 to 18.

'.



Don Moffitt - could have the ultimate responsibility as far as Singer and

TexStyles - who is actually going to build and deliver the piece of equipment -

TC - OK, the question that I asked when we visited Singer, Jim Lower, who

was the Vice President at that time, stated very clearly, and Dr. Hamouda can

support me on this, they had prime responsibility and accountability -

McP - They didn't say where they would do it -

TC - Now they, as far as where they were going to be built, they said they

would build it at the place that would be best suited - as an example, they said

if Piedmont, South Carolina was physically closer for us to go to TexStyles to

check on the manufacturing, it could be there. Or, if TexStyles were going to

produce the sewing modules and the registration modules, they may be built

' there, other parts would be built at the Singer facility. So they were very0

* ." flexible in meeting with us in deciding where it would be built. So, I don't

have any concern about, location really wasn't a concern there. Singer, as far as

prime responsibility, they would have prime responsibility to see that the

contract got done - finished ... specification. Yes sir -

Nicholson - What is the total completed cost package of this contract?

The equipment side?

TC -continuing with the comparison - I have the manufacturing costs -

the cost of the manufacturing, to make the system - not to sell it but to make

the system - is estimated at $165,000 plus

-. McP That's the production model -

TC - Yes, that's the production model, not the prototype. They estimate if

you were going to sell it to the apparel manufacturer, that on production

: .-. equipment, where you are going to make more than one, it would be $165,000 and

the plus is an addition to the bagger, they basically quoted or estimated that

it would be $165,000 for the sewing system and the bagger would be in addition -

? - How much more?



IV

. TC - Well, their - OK, I estimate - they quote the bagger at retail being

$70,000, now their markup on $165,000 to $250,000, I added another $70,000 to

get up to $320,000, that includes the bagger, they said the bagger option would

be $70,000 at retail and they are marking it up 51% so this figure, if you

included the bagger, in my estimation would be $211,000 to manufacture. So they

said they would retail it at $320,000 -

(Accent) -?

TC - OK, their economic justification for this was very important, their

. economic justification was two-shift operation, high productivity for a two-year

payback. OK, for -

(Accent - ???, many mumbled voices)

TC - I am just restating their proposal presented in their economic justi-

fication. ARK estimated that they were trying to produce the system, the prn-

duction system for between $40,000 and $60,000 and the question mark here, for

the retail cost, they said whatever the market will bear. If their production

is high and they can sell it for $100,000 or $150,000, if they can get a one-

year payback on it, then that is what they would charge at retail.

Nicholson - So they don't know what it would be at retail -

. -5, TC - It depends on the production and justification. The proposal being,

now I had these numbers in and Ed said we'd better take them out because the

-.. .contract hasn't been let, but Singer is substantially higher and if Ed wants to

elaborate any more - you can - that's all I am going to say about it-

- McP - I just want to say one thing, their bid was more money when we have

.- for the whole job - Their bid was for more money than we received from the
I.

government for the whole job

? - More than a million dollars

McP - I didn't say that -

,Jiz ' ._w
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TC - Ed - you will have to qualify that -

McP - What we have received to date - which means all phases including
this meeting -

(Accent - ???)

% * McP - It is a practical number -

(Accent- ???)

Nicholson - As I recall - and it's been a long time -but I think the

5.J production rate on that and the way we are sewing is probably abou, 500 per

day, so if you are talking about 3,?00 you are talking about 6 and you have to

. have one attendant for this so you are eliminating 5 operators at $200 a week

that's not enough to pay out.

T H E E N D!
.,,

Tape Ran Out But 95% is Included
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Proposal Comparison

Singer ARK

Flexibility yes yes

4 Modularity yes yes

. Electronic Control yes yes

Facilities yes yes

oi Technical Competence yes yes

Personnel (operators) 1 1
skill level AVE AVE

1 Productivity (pockets/day) 7000 4000-8000

,. Existing Technology ? 60-80%
Cm.e. .T 

(16* Completion Time (mo.) 15- 17 16- 18
-"'C

" °.
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V_ :"P," tleetinq Raleiah - August 18, 1987

-i-,mants by Hubert Blessing during Dr. T. Clapp's presentation.

Si ncer's fl.4

The operator has only 2 hands and many operations would be redundant if 3

-- parts could be assembled/handled.

don't regard the pocket as a 3 part assembly but the operation is a

lorative one .... we should examine operations and abolish those that

= are unnecessary. [NCSU is building an ope,-ations sequence data base].

From technology viewpoint - when combining two pieces - subsequent to

-, each piece being registered you accummulate tolerances that exist - this

,. is not the way to (assemble garments)... One piece should be fed

* virtually at rardom and its position defined. The second piece should be

.- red as it is picked up since in time and time phase they are 130S apart

this provides enough time for a fast cycle. Why register? If you read

5that piece and then come back with the transfer device orienting the

"hand" (so that it is geometrically ccrrect to the hand), the piece can

be placed on top of the other piece without accummulation of error and

L -,a,.ing 25-5, of the hardware and floor space.

:f you ask me if I see anything new in technology (here).... I see nothing

that 2s not at least 10 years oll. Suggest you visit Williamson Dickie and

* review the AEL system which is over 10 years old

. . .'ne problem when chosing a pocket (and we close a few pockets every

Y - .r)... cne shtld be aware f +he, referen-e noch on the cloced pocket

iv -..i.:h yo'j hang the pocket - this notch is the criteria for subsequent

a_~s.- y. This (notch) is important zn a pair c' ieans because of the

IFtrr t pockets' -,instr'icti n the roth is more important than any

-, 4 her part. All the rest of the pocket is irrelevant and therefore

" nnot precut this notch (learned that the hard way) better to establish

S6--"



that notch for a given spec. dimension from the top of the pocket and

wherever you want to close the pocket... that notch has to be on the

machine and if you die-cut or hand-cut it is really irrelevant. (My)

philosophy is one that likes that die clicked pocket for uniformity but

if the machine relies on die cut pockets - forget it! Materials are not

uniform and sew differently. The notch is used for subsequent assembly

and I would insist that the notch is generated on the machine to a

specified dimension...then the cutting accuracy is no longer critical.

,hat you will be doing is accummulating tolerances and you cannot

recognize that notch at a reasonable cost in its location. You are

therefore likely to add up (in extreme case) 3 or 4 tolerances. Want to

' eep this in mind (during equipment design and development).

". ", ' Inc.

Dces the topstitch not give a better pocket? Or use 401 with less

unravelling than just serging? -[Ed McPherson - this may be put in

later... now want to meet the product specs.]

How does ARK get from one unit/machine to the next? -[Tim

3 Clapp .• operator moves bundle... stack of lefts then rights]

Why does ARK not split (the system) between the two lockstitch machines

"nd take the bearer or the facing and put them with the bagger which will

4 gi. higher efficiency? Then the System as a whole would be more

efficient if the break was between the two lockstitch machines.

... indifferent which two modules can be joined together referring to the

je:mr diagram of A-K (already forgotten about the top one).

If yoj treat it subsequently in a manual fashion when hanging the pocket

t is irrelevant whether or not, you split the left and right (pockets

into stacks). One is better off having them split because as you get

into more complex assemblies...visualize trousers being assembled by

4

-. . . . . .. , .l , .. 
m
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sewing left and right tubes and attach the fly and waistband last. That

way you can hold the product two dimensional as late as feasible thus

minimizing $ investment in machinery. Looking down the road,.. .better

off having them separate.

Discussion - Comparison

Tough to make a decision.. .can only go by track record or impression of

people who are going to head up the project.

(In the RFP) how much of the concept did you ask for and how mucn did you

ask for the concept to be spelled out? If you only asked for the concept

the bottom half of the ARK concept is far superior to anything else you

have shown. Do they have to be more specific than they have shown...

(that's Ernsts' question.)

If Ed McPherson feels conmfortable with the detailed

mechnanisms/descriptions from ARK, I personally would give best marks to

the last proposal of ARK (even though I would have a different split in

the concept system).

Taking $18,000 - 20,000 per operator base pay Singers' does not pay back

on a three shift operation.

ARN's economic justification is reasonable with respect to cost of

equipment.

I visualize that $40,000 - 60,000 is a reasonable number for such a

machine and if you ever want to retail it cannot cost more than that. This

s a credible cost to me -ith the mark up depending on the numbers of

machines built.

20.



1ST IRB Meeting: NCSU-DLA Project
NCSU Raleigh, NC

18 Auqust 1987

Presentation Summary: Subassembly Data base

By: Carol G. Carrerep NCSU Apparel Research Assistant

An ongoing effort over the past 2 years has yielded a database
representing operation sequences for construction of a full range of
styles of apparel products. Contributions of styles have been

received from private industry as well as government sources
including the DPSC, DuPont and CTC3V', among others. Efforts to
enter the information in such a way as to mask the source are
ongoing; the information will then be available for future U.S.
Apparel Industry research efforts. Verification of the database
entries began in late spring and is ongoing. Methods were developed
to transfer the original rigid data format, as contained within the
Leadtec (Apparel Production System) software, to ASCII format for
introduction into a relational database manager system known as

-r- Knowledgeman. Some additional programming was required for the
transfer in USCD Pascal. The 3.5 megabyte data file transfer
presented a challenge. Manpower resources included a Computer
Science undergraduate and an Apparel graduate student in addition to

myself.

Sorting of the database represented the cutting of new ground;
new information was obtainable as the flexibility of database
entries was increased. A~n effort to verify the product types
represented by the database, heretofore obtained through manual
extraction, yielded the distribution shown in Figure 1. CurrentlyI the database contains 326 styles qrouped into seven general product
catagories representative of men's, women's, and children's apparel.

Examples of the types of information available through new
sorts of the original database include the following:

(1) Listing of Styles; database content description,
(2) Sort by operation description; provides range of SAtM's for a

given operation,
(3) Sort by #~ Styles using each operation; provides insight into

depth of data base for a given operation, and
'N(4) Sort by ~.peration showing %A contribution of that operation

tn a style; depicts the importance of any single
operation to the labor content of a group of styles
and provides a means for determining the impact of
changje on a style's cost.

I r~t ,Future direction for use of the database includes
identification and characterization of product subassembly
operations suitable for flexible automation.

cc:"'E. McPherson
T. Little
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DISTRIBUTION OF STYLES BY PRODUCT TYPE

(0.3x) Pants 29.4X

SUMMARY: (by Product Type]Jakt
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DATE 06/17/67

OPERATION O000-0001-00-.-4MS DESCRIPTION: CUTTING

STYLE Pwi8ER SA.l STYLE DESCRIPTION

2SE-000 0 00000 MEN
AS-4001 0 00000 MEN

p.&TE 06/17/07

- pER*TION 00O0-0001-O-L-0PIJ DESCRIPTION: CUTTING

SnTE NUMBER SAMl Ac 00 STYLE DESCRIPTION

200-0041 0q 14200 W t4 4 'NN ' - ZIPPER FLY
20-ot 4

t "9 t4200 MENS Q SLIM - ZIPPER FLY
200-0241 89 14200 PENS EAN - BUTTON FLY
200-0341 67 14200 MENS BOOT CUT RIDER
200-20XX 89 14200 STRAIGHT LEG RIDER - TWILL
200-7041 89 14200 PENS BOOT CUT RIDER - WASHED
2o0-7241 89 14200 PENS - WASHED
200-7341 8q 14200 PFN, SLIM -dAS=ED
201-0541 S9 14200 LP BOOT CUT M
201-0941 09. 14200 MENS BOOT CUT FLARE
202-0341 8q 14200 WIDE FLARE
202-0441 Sq 14200 WIDE FLARE
202-0449 Sq 14200 WIE FLARE
309-0241 8q. 14200 N ENS CUT .JEAN I -
309- 1109 8q 14200 FLARE " - -
400-0041 Sq. 14200 .J.A-

400-0341 89. 14200 M TRAIGHT LEG - WASHED
41--0241 89 14200 FLARE
411-1044 Sq. 14200 WIDE STRIDER - CHAMBRAY
411-2041 89, 14200 J FLARE - WAS$ED
411-3141 89. 14200 L SUPER BELL
DATE 06/17/87
O PERATION: 0000-0001-00-D-MRS DESCRIPTION: CUTTING

STYLE NUBIER SAM/lO MTYLE DESCRIPTIOP,

AC1-2000 0. 00000 lENS'S REGULAR DRESS SHIRT
AC2-2000 0. 00000 iENS'S REGULAR DRESS SHIRT

DATE 06/17/87
OPERATION: O-000 --O0H-,mSS DESCRIPTION: CUTTING

STYLE NUMBER SA,'//0O STYLE DESCRIPTION

am-4000 0. 00000 EN'S SPORT SHIRT
XSE-4001 0 00000 MEN'S SPORT SHIRT

DATE 06/17/87

PERATION 0000-0002I-00-L-OiJ DESCRIPTION: CUTTING

STYLE NUMBER SAM /too STYLE DESCRIPTION

,0C-v041 69 14200 MENS - ZIPPER FLY
200-0141 69. 14200 MENS SLIM - ZIPPER FLY
200-0241 09. 14200 mENS JEAN - BUTTON FLY
200-0341 89 14.00 PENS SOOT CUT
f0t-20XX 09. 14200 STRAIGHT LJEO - TWILL
200-7041 9. 14200 MENS BOOT CUT - WASHED
200-7241 09 14200 PKNS - WASHED

* 2o-3x "9 14200 PEms S-Ingaf - WAED
201-0541 69 14200 S BOOT CUT .
1 -0941 89 14200 PENS BOOT CUT FLAXE
-0341 V9 14200 WIDE d FLARE

20.-0441 89 14200 WIDE 0 FLARE/WASMC SEJ
-0449 09 14200 WIDE 0 0FLARE
-0241 09. 14200 P00ENS CUT JEN LOT N

"-l109 99. 14200 I I FLARE LOT SP
0-0041 9 14200 f.J^-

600--0341 9 14200 0 STRAIGHT LEG - WASHED

C422-0241 99 14200 4009FLARE
'1-1044 09 14200 WIDE - CHAJMBRAY
'2-.043 09 J4200 FLARE - WASHED
11-3141 69 14200 S "P*ER BELL
1t-3q4t 0S9 24200 WIDE - MASHED DENIM
til-4041 09 24200 CANADIAN 310 BELL 14 O DENIM

11-04 142100 wIDE i WASHD omme
t1 -4941 19 24200 40009in JEAN CANADA DENIM

1-4949 99 14200 4Ml JEAN WASHED DENIM 0x >
l1-541 99 14200 h'P ER BELL - WASHED
13-3049 095 14200 MEN0S- WAHE DN1f

- ----------------------------------------------------------------------

1T 06/17/9-7
.AT30 4  0O00-O02- O0-L-OWJ DSCR IPTION CUTTING

. , r ,. .
. . . . . . . o ••'I, . . - -% % .% % % LK
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411-4041 1614.33600 42 3.207 CANADIAN BIG BEL 14 "- DFNti SA - lI'
411-4049 1631 .0'000 4 p 3.174 WIDE 6 WASHED 411-4041
411-4941 1547.18400 40 3.346 -JEAN CANADA DENIM
4-,11-4949 1749.78600 43 2.959 JEAN WASHEI) DEN1IM4
411-5(41 1644.57000 42 3.148 q SUPER BELL - WASHFD
t.13-50:,9 Io, 0b.28800 44 3.126 MF JS I - WASHFD
•.18-3941 1694.232,10 41 3.056 O SIIP .TFAN-WASHED 14U f)N
-.18-041 16!4.2p4(0i ' 41 3.130 o STRIP JEAr -REVERSE140-7rnEN
S.18-h5'41 1684.6380( 41 3.073 1 STRIP JEAN-WASHFD PEV 02kN
4.18-0441 Ion4.2P4( 41 3.130 4 STRIP JEAN - 14 0_ O~j~rl

DATE: 07/09/87 SAM: 51.7740
OFERATION: ('108-0101-00-L-(iWJ DESCRIPTION: SET SCOOP FRT PIT
STYLE NUMeER SAM TOTAL OPS % OF STYLE STYLE DESCRIPTION

260-2641 1631.1720c- 42 3.174 LADIES WESTERN STRETCH DENIM
2610541 1668.61800 43 3.103 LADIES WESTERN SCOOP FKT JEAN
31,.J 1141 1425.04800 C7 3.633 SCOOP POCKET JE41J LA C >-$
3<0-19xx Ibb2.73800 40 3.114 " " FlN I.ACM

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE: 07/09/87 sAtI: -31.4160
JEFATION: 01,8-0lO1-CO-L-rwp DESCRIPTION: SET SCOOP FRT PVT
SIYL.E NUrPER SAN TOTAL OPS '. OF STYLE STYLE DESCRIPTION

lIa-9803 1611.11400 44 3.192 PHILLIPS 4 FI ARE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -: DATE: 07/09/87 SAM: 51.7740
O 'ERATION: 0108-'I01-O0-L-OYJ DESCRIPTION: SET SC:OOP FRT PI.T
STYLE NumbEER SAN TOTAL OF S % OF STYLE STYL.E DESCRIPTION
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
203-0341 14!3.54200 42 3.637 YOUTHS BOOT CUT 1 BOYCCLST
205-0341 1418.54400 42 3. 650 BOYS BOOT CLIT EOYCOtNST
240-0041 1335.67800 i0 3.e76 BOYS
24.0-7041 1498.24800 43 3.456 BOYS 4 WASH ro=
241-0041 136'2.58800 40 3.975 YOUTHSG
241-7041 1503.24600 43 3.444 YOUTH __ WASHFDH I
242-0541 1547.05200 44 3.347 POYS BOOT CUT
42-t)629 1662.71400 49 3.114 BoYS BOOT CUIT - NAF'SITItl:
-42-0749 1592.78400 49 3. 51 BOYS BOOT CUT NA NAPSUITING
242-5041 13?6.41000 41 3.708 BOYS HUSKY BOOT 017T
242-7341 1519.11000 43 3.408 DOYS BOOT CUT WASHFD
43-0541 1737.24600 47 2.980 YOUTH BOOT CIT FLARE 1

'-#3-0629 1622.84400 47 3.190 YOUTH BOOT CUT 4 -NAP SUIT
243-0749 162P.84400 47 3.190 YOUTH POOT CUT 4NAP SilIT

7- 'Y,. 1 :4,,1 .402,': 'q I 3.6 9. YOUTH HUSKY BOOT CUT
.'3-734, 1'03.24600 43 3.444 YOUTHS BOOT CIIT ' WASHFD
1'4-O,41 1234.27200 40 4.195 HUSKY
PO-0041 1576.09200 42 3.285 BOYSqw0 STRAIGHT LFG WAS
420-o2XX 1420.77600 39 3.644 BOYS FLARE
420-0341 1607.70000 4P 3.220 BOYS STRAIG LEG WASH MEt4S

-PJ0-2041 1592.309300 42 3.251 BOYS FLARE WASH tlFrJFCOlST
$P-,'-4041 L29.0440) 40 3.623 WIDE 8B0nYS 140 DEN ritm
420-40.9 1602.69600 43 3.230 WIDE FOYS WAS MFN ,

.2R, 41 3.212 BOYS USTIP JEAN -VFrFE DFpN
1632.52R(, 4P 3.171 BnYS STRIP JEAN-1kUcHF[, DE'r

6PI-8 )9 1 .942<,0 42 3.113 BOYS l STRIP JEAN-IAL , Hi-,FHfN
2R 4. 670 42 3.267 STUDENT % STRAITLEG 4WAq2 3X 1420.0140 39 3.646 STUDENTS FtARE

6 l16.4 78 J 42 3.203 YUTHd STRAIT LEO WADH t-FLJ
1 

'
i3-

2
., I . 42 3.2n5 STUDENT FL F.E WA ASH-NO!'Or T

' 2 3
-4u,1 161).b740l 4, 3.59' WIDE i STrIDEr'r 1.0-0FtMFr

3-''49 .2'_6t1.47400 43 3.213 WIDE i STUD!FfT WA.',n
".l "  

fx4
"

b
'  

1631.172,,i '.1 3.174 STUDENTS M STiFIF P RvF .- l)F(4
,119.7,-," ' .3 3.197 I YOUTHS STRAIGHT Lrc,

- - ---------------------------------------------

r'ES'ATzr 2 Ql " 1 3
-Kt)'sI-0L-fr..i] DESC7IPTInrh: SET SConP ri T ri

.- %



Master Management Plan (MMP) Trevor Little

Part of the project requirement during the proposal writing phase was the

ft development of a Master Management Plan. The attached Chart F shows the MMP

anticipated at the time of proposal submission divided according to project

phase and allocation of professional man days.

NCSU has been operating and managing the project according to this Chart

F until the proposals discussed were opened and evaluated. At that time it

was necessary to modify the original Chart F for two reasons -

1. Proposals from potential vendors required more than the one year

allocated (in Chart F) for design and testing vendor equipment

2. CDRL items, proposed travel, IRB activities and estimated cost

* expenditures needed to be added together with the contract number.

Maintaining the original contract cost, the DLA was requested to approve

an extension of the contract time allowing 18 months for equipment design and

testing. This contract extension was approved on August 7.

The revised MMP is attached to the minutes for completeness even though it

was made available to attenders at the IRB meeting. For the duration of the

1: project NCSU will be following according to the MMP and IRB participants can

obtain a more complete overview of the entire activities.

Since best and final offers are due on Friday, NCSU would appreciate that

4.,
the MMP be kept confidential until next week.

m4 '4".

O4.

4 '
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-4 °
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CHART F

-~ 0
C A

icluding Developmenit of MMP 4

C asnRegring :1140. Phase I Activities

Cod Reporting 15otc

Garment Sub-assembfies S .a hs lAtvte
and Program Review

I Establishing
Vendor Specifications- 7

Recommending Wr nt

Letting Vendor Contracts S PaemAtvte

Monitoring; Vendor Progress

Dsvgri cid Testin; Venda!.16
Equipment at Vendor Plant

NCSUor al wiae Vndo : 440 Phase 17 Activities
Production Validation Pton
anid EquirpmerE Testing at r

Testing Eguipmnen Phase SZ Activities (if
in Apparel Plant (vickding otoi

doosnentotion, managingi
K and reporting activities)

.Industry-wide Demonstroton 1
of Equipment at NCSU

I Testing Equipmert
- OPSC, Developing Alternate

trotegies, Managing, Reporting 0f 02 03 04 al 02 03 04 01
and Foial Documnentation

YEAR I YEAR I YEAR I YEAR I YEAR 2 YEAR 2 YEAR 2 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

* CHART F. Time Phased Activity for Project (estimated)

jI. (Ths will be subject to change during development! of MMP)
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August 19, 1987

Professor Ed McPherson
North Carolina State University
Department of Textile Management and Technology
Box 8301
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8301

Dear Ed:

On the flight home, I started analyzing and digesting what I learned
at our meeting yesterday and following are my conclusions.

It is frustrating to see that very few people or companies in the
United States are involved 4n automatic garment manufacture. It is
frightening.

In an effort to promote good citizenship (since the whole project
is being paid with tax dollars), I must tell you we spent a lot of
money learning this operation and came to the conclusion it should
be split apart. I cannot help but state you should insist that ARC,
really your only valid contender, break all three operations apart

I..- individually to provide a buffer between each sewing operation. I

therefore will disclose to you what we learned some 15 years ago in
constructing such a machine, and at the same time, this may afford
a sensible solution for the transfer from machine to machine.

Our first version, which we cL-A] F-14, pr :duc. i -xactiy the product
* you are talking about. iow ,ver, sine u ur quantity in slacks was

infinitely smaller than in jns, , i'i.< ,o devise a version for
jeans front pocket Drodsz-t ,on. '4e 1'1.' bxIlt znd operated this
machine, which we cilled DF-13. Du i o all the operations in line
without a buffer, we never coul> :-chi.v- :nore than 50% efficiency
even though we mannel the rnc'n t two instead of one operator
to respond bettpr to machine -r'trfer nz,. We subsequently scuttled
the machine and took a new approach which .rm not at liberty to explain
to you. Obviously, the conclusion woulI b_ to have stand alone individual
models. Under separate cover, I am [orwarding renderings of the two
machines so you can better comprehend what I am trying to tell you.
Please do not make copies of these renderings since I would not appreciate
the biggest folly of my life printed in the newspapprs or magazines.
However, if they would be helpful in discussi,)ns with you vendor,
please feel free to show it to thc-m so thty b,tter comprehend ani
cooperate.

<,

% r % % %U%

% e
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Professor Ed McPherson
k -August 19, 1987

Page Two

We also discussed that you would send me a printout of your file which
statistically evaluates operations incrementally as used in the construc-
tion of a pair of slacks, jeans Dr other garments for that matter.
Please forward such a copy to me so I can give it some thought and
comment on it. Since I will not have the time to look at the entire
garment industry, I would like to confine it to construction of jeans
and slacks. If you are unable to run such a sort on your file at
this time, I could run the sort myself, but I think it would be a
worthwhile effort to complete such a file sort as it may help the
entire United States apparel industry. Of course, I would delete
the names from where you obtained the information.

I am also enclosing the travel payment forms for reimbursement. Inci-
dentally, reimbursement should be made to Levi Strauss & Co., not

me. Thank you.

Best regards,

Director, Research & Dev me t

HB:sr
Attachments

p
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August 19, 1987

Mr. Edwin McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
P. 0. Box 8301
Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

, Dear Mr. McPherson:

We are pleased to re-submit our bid as a best and final offer, as
enclosed, in response to the bid solicitation of March 3, 1987,
for the combat trouser uniform front pocket work cell system.

We have also enclosed video, as listed below, to demonstrate
technologies which we have recently developed which can help
support this project:

Equipment Technology

Jeans Front Pocket System Pick-up and parts transfer

Boxer Short System Pick-up, ply separate, ply
sensing, turnover and feed
three plys for registration
and sew.

Pocket Facer/Bagger Folding and guiding multiple
plys.

.(TC) Commercialization of
conveyance systems, vision
interface and software
capability.

You will note that although individual module function and
development remain similar in concept to that in our initial
proposal the amount of equipment in our revised proposal has been
mubstantially reduced to more closely approximate North Carolina
State specifications. Further, you will note that the Singer
content has increased by taking advantage of our newly developed
technologies and, at the same time, we are utilizing proven
technologies developed by Techstyle, Inc. If at some future date
there were in~reased productivity requirements, the work cell as
now proposed will have the flexibility to be reconfigured with
additional modules to improve cycle time without additional
development cost.

.p-



IRB SUNBRAND OCTOBER 5, 1987

P RSENT

.2 Don O'Brien

Ed McPherson

Max Tripp

'SManuel Gaetan
John Nicholson
Hechmi Hamouda

*Joe Off
A Ernst Schramayer

Don Moffitt
* Trevor Little

Karen Hersey

Ed McPherson opened the meeting at 8:00 am.
' - 2 qualified bids were received on the project with Bill Cole of ARK Inc.

4 being the successful bidder.

L "on O'Brien reviewed the important points in the statement of work.
- Equipment must be an attractive investment for the apparel producer.

- Flexibility is the 2nd key requirement with the changeover from civilian to
military apparel being critical.

- Definition of flexibility sizes and styles within same class of garment.
- Any further suggestions on definition of flexibility would be appreciated.

N. - Modules needed to assemble machine which are integrable to complete the
work cell.

- Test the equipment in lab (NCSU) and in an other facility to be determined
at this stage of the project.

- Equipment should being demonstrated assemblying military than change to

* civilian apparel in the same class of garment.

M. Gaetan

(TC)2 established a price point that producers would pay for equipment.
what is target $ on this prb~urement?

Ed

This is described in equipment specification in the $40K 60K based on 2

] year POI single shift operation.

Don O'Erion

- Need to look down the road at the intprconnectability of modules.

- 3 other contracts awarded FIT, Clemson and G. Tech/Southern Tech. for
Demonstration Centers.

I.



- Hope can co-ordinate all the efforts DLA is funding and encouraged IRB
member to feel free to contribute through the IRB or otherwise.

Karen Hersey

. NCSU has put together a credible sub-contract for ARK Inc. Arrangement

that allows ARK Inc. to have limited rights to its invention. NCSU will
have rights for education. Ideas and intellectual property belong to NCSU
and ARK, the physical m/c will belong to the government.

FAR's - [Federal Acquisition Requirements] incorporated in the ARK contract.

ONR - Office of Naval Research handles all contracts with eduational
institutions.

CDon O'Brien

The project will be viewed as a failure it DLA acquires the machine for it,
,, own facility --- would rather see the equipment sold on a commercial basis.

M. Gaetan

1225 dozen/week at 4 sec. cycle. How many companies have that volume?

.Ed. Mc.

150 firms approx had that volume of products. (3 years ago).

Joe Off

172 is the average # of employee per plant manufacturing trousers. 206

plants employ 50 or more people.

Don O'Brien

- modules emphasize more that pockets
- specific study what the market is?
-- 3 pieces put together in this equipment.

M. Gaetan

I was involved in study for market penetration for (TC)2 technology for
suit coats.

*. Ernst Schramayer

S;"In general , for the apparel industry, a machine must be so productive that
the flexibility is lost. For example, a machine to hem cuffs and short
sleeves was too expensive. The machine was split up into separate machines

operating at peak performance. (40 cuffs/minute with 1/16" gap)

Ernst Schramayer

Some of the equipment may be better in centralized cutting but cutting is
now being decentralized in parts of the industry.

I



9Joe Off
In general, as number of threads goes up, effieciency goes down for apparel
equipment.

Don O'Brien

The computing bidder (Singer) offered a tranfer line with a buffer
in between machines. Is there something in between independent modules and
interdependent modules? Little research has been done on level of
flexibility needed for the apparel industry.

John Nicholson

- ?Specifications - How flexible is Natick with respect to specifications
and standards? (25 - 30K dress pants military/week.) BDU is sufficiently
different from dress pants.

0 Don O'Brien

If you will show Services another way to assemble apparel, they will
adopt if properly positioned to the appropriate function within DOD.

Introduction Bill Cole

_Hechmi Hamouda

... reviewed the bids and the evaluation process, handout attached.

Ed Mc.

Another bid was received from singer with changed drawings - 1800 different
with respect to drawings. $ still substantially higher than ARK.

'.4. Bill Cole

S ~Described the concepts proposed by ARK Inc.$ . modular in concept but run parallel operations - turn and divide module

separating into lefts and rights - what if splice?
Pocketing ... is there a right and wrong side? If so need to recognizeL ~ face side.
use the turn and divide in cutting room.

Pocket Facings

Compare serge and sewn down to fold and sew down equipment works better if
no folder.

- Pick-up and separate - will need some work. The remainng technology
exists today for attaching facings.

Max Tripp

Is 401 acceptable?



- -

Bill Cole

A Spec. change would be needed to use 401 stitch.

M. Gaetan

Will there be special instructions to spreaders with respect to splices?

Bill Cole

Some companies paper mark the splices.

M. Tripp

Spreading without defect removal trend is being observed in many industry
sectors.

Bill Cole

0A generic purpose serger is illustrated as a stand alone module. Top and
bottom proposals. The major difference is that in the lower figure the
bagger is shown as a separate module, to improve efficiency of the system.
. will need pick up and ply separating

will need to select pocket bagging unit. The pocket corner is important
and none of existing bagger; sense off pocket.

Ernst Schramayer

Commented on letter from Tim Clapp proposing placing a Clupicker to IBM
Robot. He discouraged Clapp's approach saying that to attach an end
effector to a Robot will probably fail and there is a need to look at the
complete system for pick and place.

Ed. Mc

Commented that Tim clapp's approach was to take number of devices and
establish range of fabrics it will handle successfully.

Bill Cole

The next steps will include:
Gfantt chart for entire process

• .board work will be started as soon as possible
cutting metal will be 2 months away.

Drawing

ARK Inc. will be doing some drawings NCSU needs to know to what extent ARK

drawings will define the equipment - drawings will be available for NCSU.

..- John Canada's report on flexibility will be in the next quarterly.

flexibility, modularity and universality need to be addressed.

-- U
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M. Gaetan

What are the merits of commonality? The cost benefits of using/addressing
commonality with respect to shape(s) for military apparel should be
established and common shapes recommended. Responding - Don O'Brien said

P: that active groups are looking into the problem and he wiT'-find out status.

J. Nicholson said that they have made definite recommendations.

Don O'Brien will start something on shape and look at the commonality
between DOD and civilian apparel. For this project, the variation in the
shapes and sizes is to some extent being handled by building in the

flexibility into the equipment.

E. Schramayer

Shapes not the most critical in his opinion, the construction
is the most critical?

Joe Off

There are basically 3 ways to make a pocket
1) Fold/stitch
2) cover stitch
3) serge and sew

I question the commercially of opticn 3). When equipment comes and is
successful i' does tend to standardize the operation. When a machine does
something well and is preferred it makes the m/c even more successful. In
considering the longer term commercial viability of the procurement we
should go back and fold and sew down. Although this goes against Bill
Cole's approach we should pursue quality. Imports fold and sew down and
that is the challenge we have. Biesler - has technology to fold straight
edges.

How to Proceed!

1) An addendum needed from Bill Cole

2) Don O'Brien noted the IRB's recommendation that for the m/c to be
commercially viable, need to fold and sew down, have 3 months approx.
to resolve and ARK Inc. can begin work an the turn and divide module.
Dress slacks will be targeted.

Don O'Brien will

1) Modify the SOW to include dress slacks as an option.

2) approach Nattick for a straight edge on facings.

3) provide cut stack of pocketing and facing to conduct a test on pick-up

devices.

Bill Cole will go ahead with turn as divide and look at cost to put on i
Biesler folder or H. Rovin's folder system.



J2apanese small parts serger is available as per Joe (Off.
~John Nicholson plans to test the final product the IRB is welcome to visit

anyt ime.

The next meeting of the IRB is scheduled for Monday, January 11 at 9:00 a.
". in Shelbyville, TN at ARK Inc.

... I
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4.

Work Cell Specifications

For
Combat Trouser Front Pocket

D -

:': :::RESULTS OF

"---.-PROPOSAL EVALUATION

* Dr. Hechmi Hamouda

, " Dr. Timothy Clapp
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.:., Specifications Considerations:

Ag'.

'A': -°

": :': Flexibility

: • Modularity
A.

¢, ." *Chance of Success

:-. :.- Retail Cost

- p [;:. Acceptance by Apparel Manufacturer

0' ,

:'-A

A . ' - ' - -; . ' '' ' -; . . . . " . . " . . - ' " " ; F . " . ¢ i " ' - . ' . . ". . " '' ' , '_ - ., , ' -



,. Interesed Bidders:

S* AMF (2)

i%

~ .Ark, Inc.

" e Jet Sew

•e Levi Strauss

- i :<.* Singer Sewing

• • Techstyle

"rTexnology Systems

it"• •Union Special

-D
,.P,

M *,

6J w

• N
l

* M"(2

,,Ark,.I.c

*Je'e

* eiStas
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-. 1 :Results of Proposals Evaluation:

Singer Ark

• Flexibility Yes Yes

Modularity Yes Yes

Electric Control Yes Yes

- Facilities Yes Yes

Technical Competence Yes Yes

Personnel (Operators) 1 1
(Skill Level) Avg Avg

SProductivity (Pocket/Day) 7000 4000-8000
(Pair/Day) 3500 2000-4000

Existing Technology 60-80%

Completion Time (Months) 15- 17 16- 18

'd,



Proj~osals Comparison:

*Singer Ark

Manufacturing Cost $ 165K + $40 - 60K

%0

Retail Cost $320K?

. . .

--... roosa Bidoosl o[}rsn

I~~Conceptual Design +

Chance of Success +

Singer Substantially Higher

4~~! MnfcuigCs 15 4 0
S'.

,. ,. eti o t 3 0

Pi~m Iroposal Bi **' ~ . *~~*~* %~ l S~%** ~~



LS-301

13 3. L 3-45-6 1 36 6,000

(0 St th Length AdlLstment Push button * Ottf. Feed Adjustment..Lever

* L

* U ~ J1-->/2~ ~I *Small parts gorging unit IUJ
* '~''48 ~~ L .,J'T '' *For gorging on smell pieces such. r

fronts of ileckii or the facings of blue
@ Enables "hands-off" sorging If smal I,

f, Of Ir !t-i> k f- r I -V, pieces to be performed, Since the operator T~ t: t .

* - ~ ~ * can be preparing the next piece while the
i* mnachine is gorging. the unit offers great I

* * Furthermore, by simply fittng en
V auaxiliary table it can also be u ed for

V:. M~ ~'- ltI 2~, ~noiml gorging operations By just flicking L 'PT T

_- I k7 stand alone overedger, to it can be used
frawide range of applications.

5-7



S AUTOMATIC SERGING MACHINE

BAS-101 is the latest automatic serging machine featuring a
number of advaned mechanisms and functions such as high
perfoimance ser'o motor, photo-sensor, air smoothing
mechan.Nm and changeover stacker. Wide range Of fabrics

e from thin material as georgett to thick material, and change
* of p3tterns can be dealt with immediately. BAS-101 carries

out from serging to thread cutting and stacking automatical-
I', b. just setting the fabric. BAS-101 is the key for the
-:hor saing and uniform qualit,. allowing even an unexperi-
enced operator to achieve high productivity.
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A ARK, Incorporated
P.O. Box 636 Shelbyville, Tn. 37160 615/684-4737

August 18, 1987

Mr. Edwin McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
P.O. Box 8301

. Raleigh, N.C. 27695-8301

Dear Mr. McPherson:

This is in reply to Dean William K. Walsh's letter of August 13, 1987
regarding an amendment to the prime contract extending the fabrication
and completion dates for the "Combat Trouser Uniform Front Pocket Work
Cell System".

We note that Item 6. in the original bid "Time Requirement" has been
modified as follows:

Preliminary construction should be completed by April 4, 1988.
Operating modules must be completed by March 4, 1989.

We are pleased to rebid our proposal originally dated May 15, 1987. Our
quotation is $393,000 for the complete project as described. Terms areg10% advance deposit /ith the contract and regular monthly progress
payments over the ensuing term of the contract. Each progress payment
will be justified using DOD cost accounting standards.

Thank you again for the opportunity to quote.

Sincerely,

ARK, INCORPORAT{D

W. R. Cole, Jr., P.E.
President

IWRC/jc
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North Carolina State University
School of Textiles

Business Offi e
Box 8301, Raligh, N C 27695-8301

Tel (919 737-30-, August 21, 1987

P ATTESTED

This proposal was received 8-21-87 and was opened after 5 o'clock 8-21-87.

We are notarizing each page as evidence no proposed cost of development was

included.U-

E. M. Pherson

°N

Tim Clapp

Notary Public
My commission expires 10-23-89

J.

4 North Carolina ;tate University is a land-grant univOrsity and a (onstituent institution of The Unitersity of North Carolina



SINGER

NORTH AMERICAN SEWING P1OD UCTS IVISiON

6, August 19, 1987
1 -

p
Mr. Edwin McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
P. 0. Box 8301
Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

Dear Mr. McPherson:

We are pleased to re-submit our bid as a best and final offer, as
enclosed, in response to the bid solicitation of March 3, 1987,
for tte combat trousc- uniform front pocket work cell system.

We have also enclosed video, as listed below, to demonstrate
technologies which we have recently developed which can help
support this project:

Equipment Technology

Jeans Front Pocket System Pick-up and parts transfer

S. Boxer Short System Pick-up, ply separate, ply
sensing, turnover and feed
three plys for registration
and sew.

Pocket Facer/Bagger Folding and guiding multiple
plys.

(TC)' Commercialization of
conveyance systems, vision
interface and software
capability.

You will note that although individual module function and
development remain similar in concept to that in our initial
proposal the amount of equipment in our revised proposal has been
substantially reduced to more closely approximate North Carolina
State specifications. Further, you will note that the Singer
content has increased by taking advantage of our newly developed
technologies and, at the same time, we are utilizing proven
technologies developed by Techstyle, Inc. If at some future date
there were increased productivity requirements, the work cell as
now proposed will have the flexibility to be reconfigured withLadditional modules to improve cycle time without additional
development cost.

SINGEPI SEVVING COMPANY 135 RARITAN CENTER PARKWAY. P, 0, E30X 190. EDISON N *J ~'~ 2" 3 e -

--
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SP
Again, we appreciate your consideration of our bid and hope that
with what we have presented, you will conclude that we are the
most qualified to successfully complete this challenging program.

Sincerely yours,

Vince Vento, Vice President
Robotic Systems

W/el/l.24
cc: W. Current

S. Kind
H. Rovin
G. Sansonc

.z .

I 4



August 19, 1987

Professor Ed McPherson
North Carolina State University
Department of Textile Management and Technology
Box 8301
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8301

Dear Ed:

,1 On the flight home, I started analyzing and digesting what I learned
at our meeting yesterday and following are my conclusions.

It is frustrating to see that very few people or companies in the
United States are involved in automatic garment manufacture. It is
frightening.

In an effort to promote good citizenship (since the whole project
is being paid with tax dollars), I must tell you we spent a lot of
money learning this operation and came to the conclusion it should
be split apart. I cannot help but state you should insist that ARC,
really your only valid contender, break all three operations apart
individually to provide a buffer between each sewing operation. I
therefore will disclose to you what we learned some 15 years ago in
constructing su-h a machine, and at the same time, this may afford

*a sensible solution for the transfer from machine to machine.

Our first version, which we called F-14, produced exactly the product
you are talking about. However, since our quantity in slacks was
infinitely smaller than in jeans, we decided to devise a version for
jeans front pocket production. We actually built and operated this
machine, which we called DF-13. Due to all the operations in line
without a buffer, we never could achieve more than 50% efficiency
even though we manned the machine with two instead of one operator
to respond better to machine interference. We subsequently scuttled
the machine and took a new approach which I am not at liberty to explain
to you. Obviously, the conclusion would be to have stand alone individual
models. Under separate cover, I am forwarding renderings of the two
machines so you can better comprehend what I am trying to tell you.
Please do not make copies of these renderings since I would not appreciate
the biggest folly of my life printed in the newspapers or magazines.
However, if they would be helpful in discussions with you vendor,
please feel free to show it to them so they better comprehend and
cooperate.

o- .- . - -



Professor Ed McPherson
August 19, 1987
Page Two

We also discussed that you would send me a printout of your file which
statistically evaluates operations incrementally as used in the construc-
tion of a pair of slacks, jeans or other garments for that matter.
Please forward such a copy to me so I can give it some thought and
conent on it. Since I will not have the time to look at the entire
garment industry, I would like to confine it to construction of jeans
and slacks. If you are unable to run such a sort on your file at
this time, I could run the sort myself, but I think it would be a
worthwhile effort to complete such a file sort as it may help the
entire United States apparel industry. Of course, I would delete
the names from where you obtained the information.

) .

I am also enclosing the travel payment forms for reimbursement. Inci-
dentally, reimbursement should be made to Levi Strauss & Co., not
me. Thank you.

Best regards,

H r Ble .---

H e
Director, Research &Dev me t

HB:sr

lie Attachments

5,.

I
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North Carolina State University
Da t School of Textiles

Department of Textile Management and Technology
Box 83o,. Raleigh. NC 27695-83oi
Tel (919) 737-3442

August 28, 1987

Mr. Dan Gearing/DLA-PR
Defense Logistics Agency
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22304-6100

4Dear Mr. Gearing:

Enclosed is the late supplement to the Singer Proposal table 8, which
K- was opened by Bill Walsh on Thursday, August 27, 1987.

Sincerely,

Edwin M. McPherson
Associ ate Professor
Textile Mgmt & Technology

Y

IP.

N,?T

I North Carolina State University is a Land-Grant University. and a constitu~ent institution of The Ulniversityl of North CaroIhna



SINGER

NORTH AMERICAN SEWING PRODUCTS DIVISION

August 25, 1987

"'S Mr. Edwin McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
P. 0. Box 8301

g Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

'~ ~ Dear Mr. McPherson:

It has come to our attention that Section VIII had been
inadvertently left out of our best and final offer which was sent
to you last week.

Based on my discussion with Mr, William K. Walsh on this date, I
am enclosing a complete copy of our bid for your review, plus two
copies of Section VIII which shLild be added to the last page of
our proposal that was mailed to 4ou on August 20th.

Sincerely,

Vince Vento, Vice President
* Robotics Systems

VV:mb 1/1.80
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- ) North Carolina State University
School ol "cxtilcs

Officet of the Dcaii
Box 83u. Raleigh '7TiS-'.s3ii September 4, 1987
Tel (919) 73731.57

Mr. Vince Vento
4Vice President

Singer Robotic Systems
135 Raritan Center Parkway
P. 0. Box 1909
Edison, Nj 08818-1909

Dear Mr. Vento:
'ii.

It is with regret that North Carolina State University must advise you
that you are not the successful bidder for the "Combat Trouser Uniform Front
Pocket Work Cell System Specification" (March 3, 1987). Your "Final and Best
Offer" has been subjected to committee analysis: and has been found to be
deficient in meeting several items in the specifications. In addition, your

- '.r bid cost was higher than that of the successful bidder.

Your efforts in preparing your two proposals are appreciated and certainly
do contribute to our knowledge of your capabilities. You may be certain that

. you will receive high consideration for any further apparel equipment
development projects that North Car(lina State University undertakes.

-'~~ €j- Sincerely,

E. M. McPherson
re

EMM: geb

bc: Mr. Ralph Holland
Mr. Dan Gearing
Dean R. A. Barnhardt
Dr..F. D. Hart
Ms. Karen Hersey
Ms. Linda Jackson
Dr. W. K. Walsh
Mr. E. M. McPherson-
Dr. H. Hamouda

~Dr. T. J. LittleDr. T. Clapp

Mr. E. Sikoski V1l

,p . *""
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INorth Carolina State.University

SOffim f Ow ch, ...

S , 3 .R li gh Septem ber 4 , 198 7
Tel (91) U 737-3-1.S7

Mr. Bill Cole
Ark, Inc.
P. 0. Box 636
109 Hay Street
Shelbyville, TN 37160

Dear Mr. Cole:

It is with pleasure that North Carolina State University can advise you of
your successful bid for the "Combat Trouser Uniform Front Pocket Work Cell
System Specification" (March 3, 1987). Committee evaluation of your proposed
work has found it to be in conformity with the specifications. In addition,

0 you are the low bidder.

A contract is in preparation by Nortn Carolina State University for your
signature. It should be ready ft review on the 7th rr 8th of this month.
Please advise us if you wish it mailed to you for review prior to a meeting
here or if you would prefer reviewinq the contract here.

Congratulations upon your successful bid!

Sincerely,

E. M. McPherson

EMM:geb

* bc: Mr. Ralph Holland
Mr. Dan Gearing
Dean R. A. Barnhardt
Dr.*F. D. Hart
Ms. Karen Hersey
Ms. Linda Jackson

S. Dr. W. K. Walsh
Mr. E. M. McPherson-
Dr. H. Hamouda
Dr. T. J. Little
Dr. T. Clapp
Mr. E. Sikoski

North Carolina State Um~versitv i5 a La'id-G"a,,t t1. ,'!T'S~tqi ""' *, ' 1rrc' t 11'1~~o 0i rhe Uiuersrty of Ncr~ Cth s1
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MEMORANDUM August 31, 1987

VTO: Ed McPherson

FROM: T. G. Clapp

SUBJECT: Technical Summary and Comparison of Final Proposals
(submission date 8/21/1987) to Construct a Combat

- Trouser Uniform Front Pocket Work Cell System

As stated in my travel reports, dated June 8, 1987 and June

I -! i, 1987, Singer Sewing Company and ARK, Inc. have the
experience, technical resources, and facilities to develop and
construct the work cell system.

- ARK, Inc. did not revise their original proposal; therefore,
the technical review in my travel report, dated June 11, 1987,
needs no modification. Singer Sewing Company revised their
original proposal and is summarized below. The cost sheet was
not included the revised bid submitted 8/21/1987.

Singer's revised proposal reduces number and complexity of
S " modules to more closely approach the production cost target

identified in the specification. The system consists of three
feeder modules, three registration modules, one combiner module,

one sewing module, one stacker module, two transfer modules, and

one control module.

The feeder module is designed to feed stacks of parts cut

face-to-face or all face up, separate and turn individual parts,
and transfer the part to the registration module. A
registration module is used to register each part. One transfer

module or robot is dedicated to combining the bearer and pocket,
hold assembly during sew and trim, and move assembly to a
combiner/holding module. The bearer/pocket assembly is then

transferred to the combiner module. The second robot places the

facing on the bearer/pocket assembly, holds the assembly during
* sewing, and moves the facing/bearer/pocket assembly back to the

.~. combiner module. The three part assembly is then transferred to

a stacker module.

.-. *. The proposed design minimizes the number of sewing modules

and the material handling by the operator. Similarity between
* different modules is achieved where possible, such as the feeder

and stacker modules. Much of the technology in this design is

not new. The performance goal of this system is estimated at

2800 pockets per day at 95% uptime.

y ~The revised Singer proposal and the ARK proposal are

* L. compared based on technical considerations, conceptual design,
and proposed bid. Each bidder has the necessary qualifications

to complete the proposed task. These qualifications include

experience, technical competence, technical resources, and

facility resources.

0~5 f~
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Each bidder presented a modular conceptual design and
described modular flexibility to some degree. Operator and
maintenance skill levels are similar in each proposal. The
conceptual design proposed by ARK is recommended for the
following reasons:

1) The productivity of the ARK system is 4000 - 8000 pockets
per shift versus an upper goal of 2800 pockets per shift by
the Singer system.

2) The ARK system will perform three more types of operations
than Singer. These operations include small parts serging,

4 pocket folding, and pocket bagging. The small parts serger
module, the folding module, and the bagging module will

enhance the similarity and modularity of apparel processes.
The fold and bag sequence is an additional assembly

operation in the work cell system. The small parts serger
*' will have the flexibility to serge different parts with no

modifications.

3) The ARK proposal bid is $393,000. The revised Singer

proposal bid is $590,000. (Note: The cost sheet containing
the Singer bid was recieved after the 8/21/1987 deadline.)
The bid difference is $197,000.

The objectives set forth by the Defense Logistic Agency are
best met by the proposal submitted by ARK, Inc. for the reasons
stated above.

cc: Dean Barnhardt
Dean Hart

Dr. Walsh
Dr. Little
Dr. Hamouda
Karen Hersey

Linda Jackson
Earl Pulliam

'.
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for
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- Exploratory Study or Meaning and Measurement of

Flexibility/Modularity in Automated Apparel Manufacturing

Systems (AAMS)

for Defense Logistics Agency Contract 900-87-C-0509

by

John R. Canada

Prologue, Caveats, and Promises

This initial draft briefly reflects interim results of

approximately two weeks effort by John R. Canada to (1) become

familiar with on-going apparel manufacturing automation programs,

particularly as backed by (TC)2 and DLA; (2) explore existingV
concepts and apparent needs re flexibility/modularity; and (3)

tentativity structure approach(es) for further studies to aid in

full definition and pragmatic measurement of

S- flexibility/modularity.

This report is intentionally brief, but can be enhanced as

deemed needed for reporting to DLA and for working with Textiles

and/or Industrial Engineering graduate students on specific

projects involving in-depth categorization and measurements. John

, R. Canada will be available to work with students, particularly on

,=. use of multi-attribute decision analysis methodologies to provide

specific quantification of flexibility/modularity (hopefully

together with other important attributes) to help evaluate what

are the most appropriate levels of automated apparel manufacturing

systems (AAMS) for selected circumstances.



• .Charge, Approach, and Resources

The original charge given to the author approximately July

15, 1987 was to explore and hopefully prepare for future studies

on

"...the meaning, definition, and evaluation of flexibility in

design of automated apparel manufacturing systems"

However, more specific expectations by DLA of direct application

to the presently-planned "Trouser Front Pocket" AAMS seemed to be

.. expressed in a letter from Donald O'Brien of DLA confirming

conversations between Dan Gearing and Bill Walsh on 7/9/87:

"...we stressed the importance of a good theoretical

foundation for decisions regarding the appropriate level of

flexibility and modularity of the apparel manufacturing

system you are developing under DLA."

The most important resource has been good, knowledgeable

- people in School of Textiles--most notably Tim Clapp, Trevor

Little and Ed McPherson. They each have been very generous with

time and also helpful by articulating perspectives on the state of

the art,/needs and by leading the author to relevant literature--

particularly proposals and reports revolving around (TC)2 and DLA

-. apparel automation programs. The author also procured

approximately 15 good articles on automation flexibility; however

virtually all literature found is specific to metal piece parts

..manufacture and very few address assembly. Plenty more articles

exist; however, it is widely perceived there are none very

directly applicable.

0n



Definitions of Flexibility_

A suggested good, working definition of flexibility is:

... the ability to adapt to change(s) in any parameters, with

the lower the cost and time required to change the better."

The following are the main parameters to consider in an AAMS

or work cell; together with an indication of the usual range of

parameter values:

Parameter Range

1. No. of needles (for securing) 1 to 8

2. Type of stitch (for securing) 28-29 lot basic (but only
10-12 common in practice)

* 3. Garment type CIO
4. Folder(s), if any Very many

5. Size42

6. Shape, Geometry (style)

7. Material Very many

8. Set, Placement

L While the above indicates that the potential combinations of

parameters affecting flexibility are limitless, in practice

flexibility is important only with respect to those parameters

which might change within the time frame and production unit under

-consideration. For example, since apparel manufacturers are

normally specialized by product type (trousers, shirts, etc.),

flexibility of interest to them is normally within that product

type. Thus the most important parameters would be limited to:

4.. 1. Size

2. Shape, geometry (style)

4 .~3. Material (type, weight, handling characteristics)
L4 **

"0 ..



4. Type of stitch (perhaps)

For DLA, it should be recognized that a most important

criterion is the overall flexibility of a given AAMS to be

" ( converted quickly from normal civilian apparel manufacture to

(relatively similar) military apparel manufacture in time of surge

mobilization.

KusiakV recognizes that four types of flexibility should be

considered in manufacturing systems, as follows:

1. Flexible Manufacturing System (FMM) flexibility, measured
by the no. of parts that can be processed by the FMM.

2. Material Handling System flexibility, concerned with
- ability to handle different parts in a number of

!0 different routes.

3. Computer System flexibility, measured by its adaptability

to the changing functions.

4. Organization flexibility, which can be considered as:

(a) Job flexibility - mix of parts
(b) Schedule flexibility - number of different routes

along which jobs proceed.

(c) Short-term flexibility - change over costs w/in
current program.

(d) Long-term flexibility - set-up costs due to new

changes.

Much research is needed to quantify the important types of AAMS

k- flexibility.

Definitions of Module/Modularity

S Like the dictionary definition of the word "system", the word

. "module" can be defined as "...anything one defines it to be".

Kusiak\defines a flexible manufacturing module (FMM), in the

*~4\Musiak, Andrew, "FMS's: A Structural Approach", Int'l J. of
Production-Research, Vol. 23, No. 6, 1985, pp. 1057-1073.

*usiak, Op/Cit

@1



context of usual metal parts manufacture, as:

"...A numerical (computer) control machine augmented by a

parts buffer, tool changer, pallet (handling) changer, etc."

He then defines progressively longer or generally more complex

combinations of FMM's as flexible manufacturing cells, groups,

production systems, and manufacturing lines.

The AAMA Apparel Research Committee recently articulated the

following definitions:

A Modular Production Unit is a self-contained,

manageable work unit of 5-17 people performing a measurable

task. The operators are interchangeable among tasks within

the group to the extent practical and (any) incentive

compensation is based upon the team's output of first quality

product.

SA Work Cell is an aggregate of equipment (modular units)

p which, in tandem, would perform at least the following

functions:

1. Feed incoming material pieces

2. Register placement locations of material

3. Combine material to be joined

4. Sew/join

5. Stack or place product for next operation

It is now the opinion of the author that the word module can

be best used to describe individual pieces of equipment (or

software) which might be re configured, added or deleted, to meetwhch4



I.

changing production needs for a work cell or AAMS. This is

consistent with Tim Clapp's letter of June 11, 1987 reviewing the

ARK/Colt proposal for a Trouser Front Pocket AAMS in which he

described the cell or system as consisting of 21 modules as

follows:

5 Feeders
2 Combines
1 Tune/Divide
1 Serge
4 Stackers
3 Registrators

. ~2 Sew (301)
1 Sew (bag)
1 Fold

'\ 1 Controller
21 Total

Note that the 21 modules are of 10 different types. It might

be useful to distinguish them again from the five functions of

feed, register, combine, sew/join, and stack.

. Quantification/Qualification of "Appropriate

Levels of Flexibility/Modularity"

Benjamin Franklin in a fzmous letter to his friend about 200

years ago, wrote:

"...In the natter of so much importance wherein you ask

" my advice, I cannot, for lack of sufficient premises, tell

you what to determine, but if you please I will tell you

how..."

. [.The author has many multi-attribute methodologies in his

.3 "how" kit, but determining what is most appropriate for what level

of application will require in-depth work, probably utilizing

students. A primary methodology candidate is simplified weighted

0l



evaluation (linear scoring). That is part of an attached 1985 IIE

Proceedings article, which is provided because it is readily

available and indicative.

The author is very open to further consultation with Textiles

faculty as well as work to better meet DLA expectations and

related future research needs.

0-
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John R. Canada
North CarT.i-ia State Unilerslt/
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Asv tt pr:t c v s trtd~ g e est sa_-ted to -eet ;ro!:a4'iv
for eva ottog. prospective conpuer-tnregrated_ -3u- c-;teria rather than long-tern' stra:e;: goa-s.

az,)ii opportunitijes. The metno-dologv.. .?se traditional fina7-cial Just: ~za-tc ze-d
lucca ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,~e. er tatc et ti evja IuattnS Googies when used in conjunction WI.n nign rrl

as -ell, is -e: present *-ortn or acc-un:1ni financial nn,.u attractive) rates prevale- : in tod ays sn
prae:zncto aziltaze makn choices v hich *,est certain and capital-scarce environ-ent. ctte-!

meet tn~e :t-nz s strategic an- shorz-tern zoetlves. result in relection of proposed hgh tecinology

equpment and systems.

!NTRCDI'.CTION AND NEED The inadequacy of such traditional justification
procedures has become apparent. Much of the pub-

0Mu;ch has been, an" will, contt.nue to be. written re- lishned literature blames the problem on the
Sardini tne 4tnpr:ance of modernizzin; mlanuiactc rin; inablity of traditional justification procedures
s " steca to bez::r tincorporate high technology7-- to qu;antify and forally consider sc-called intan-
riAa.. :nrac-erized by the use of col!tr/Aro- gible benefits, and other literature -poin- cut the

processors for ;:o,. ctIprcess dcstgn. manufa:t-ur~ng short-comi ngs of contemporary and allecgedly out-

ejui77nent controls. and/or decision support systems. moded cost accounting systems, which inhibit the

use of relevant, but oftentimes unconventicnal,
' e vill loosely refer to computer-integrated manufac- measures of verfoirmance. Some authors even' totally

tuig(c:h, as any cornpucer-orienited eupetor disclaim attempts to justify miodern automation
5.-stem 'anizcn a is in, or achieves, the automatio:n of through traditional capital budgetin'g evaluation

- .. u~ciigenepie adwthispandto practices on the grounds that such decisions should

V inicrease, if not, eventually complete, integration of be made primarily based on strategic ccnisideratons.
~ Y the enzerprlse. CM regards 7anufactu ring as a con-

tiriuou.S flow process. 7he C~IS acronym is an ex- Bela Cold, in a landmark article in !Harva-d Bus'.-ies

presston of zhe -lrnate goal and not necessarily the Review* said:

appoch to &civn that goal. Integration con- 'The real promise of CAJ9 technology lies
notes th~e tvin; together of adjacent operations with ntI t s sytaohr ehp

each ocher and overall control systems. fancier than usual machine tool located

A f~ll :M vs~e: vry -j-h47,olvs prduc fari-at a single point in an otherwise un-
Il M ~:sten e r: runhinvlve prduc fari-changed production process. CA.'s promr-

ot n2dan- . natertals hand:ling, tnventor-vs lies, by contrast, in its ab ilitct
ana~mcn* ad na.stnane aswel asothe inor-integrate adjacent cpcruticr.s -"th each
tart u2CiO'~ s~ asprodct esin, qaliy cher and with overall contro' systems.

S * control, cost control, and service n lsial Because it offers a systemaic--not a
j. daws upo-i a ccl-ron computer data base. Even with pit 1cpbltnihrisprhs
ncri-engineered produ cts, cte -concept of integration pit cpbltnihrisprhs

iS t ~ fuo-nor performance should be evaluated in
is --al id, a It~'c"-ch Jtappl ies ofewcer s taf f th trdiioa -s.

! ~'ETHCDOIL)Y AN D EXAKHPU E'S
% Du-e to1 c =petit pressu re s, manu faccure rs -rus t

Plan and lnitijte sound steps toward CIM systen-s. gue darm tesuetd' etolg. Te

0Some decision makers advocate bold steps, but most analysis Is bascd on the co-mon procedure of ccn-
: ecgit he nee,! for phased development of re- sidering investment pr'iects In two categor~es;

~so-urces (personnrel, technological, Product, finunclal,

etc.) based on a F.erieral master plan. (1) opportunities, which are each independent

CnnPuter-based automation equipment and systcrms re- of one another, (i.e., any nu;mber of sic:i

S quite massive capital investments. Many firms have ________

ten ded to base their investment decisions or tradi- *Cold, Bela, 'CA.M Sets New Rules for Ircoductlon."

tional discounted cash flow financial justification Iiarvard -BusIneCs -Review. Nov-Dec 1982.

a Copyright l985. RePrinted with permission from" Industrial Extension Service, N.C. State University.

''a I.SrITIJTE OF~ INiDUSTRIAL E%CINECRS

1985 Annual International Industrial Enginecring Conference f'roccrdings -

162 A ,77~~~
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:op r: .-.ctei cin be chosen within what- -he c*icujaci.n of the "StraCegic 'e;ei ge E ati n"

", .-4 eve. c i:r3.1t3 witout a. ecting the is pert r-ed in exactly the Same zanner as ;cr the

pr spec:cIe results of other opportun- "act-icl Weighted Evaluatfon" (to be explained !n
Sttes the next section)*--the only difference is that t-n

chosen strategic actrtbutes and their respec-:le

(2) A:t rna !-s. which are =ut:a-yv exc.usive weights will typically differ (significantly) f

(i.e.. at cst one of the alternatives the chosen cactical attributes and weights.

-i:,in a given opportun.ty group can be

: .chcsen). Alternative Selection (Fture 1, Block (3I

For example. opportunicies for a firm could be an Next, any mutually exclusive alternatives for each
AS/RS System for a 71nis-ed Coods '-arehouse or a C'_4 tentatively accepted opportunity are considered and

Syscem for a par:icular manufacturing plant. Within tentatively selected by consideration of:
4 each SUCh ocotn~' here probablyi are n-,;zerous

(a) Non-monetary (intangible) factors; i.e.
a.ter.atives. such as di'ferenc Venor Syscems. :f "Tactical Weighted Evaluation and

:ppor:-ni:Ies happen to be interdepe7dent so that one

increases or decreases the desirab4:it,:, of another, (b) Xoneta/ (quantifiable) factors; i.e.,

:.'en cocbinations can be considered. "Net Present 'orth," within whatever

" constraints.

Cater= Examples Each are explained below.
;(.e:'a:h of Decls'.cf

:moact) (a) Tactic&l Weighted Eva'ja:ton. Ft&re 3

is a for illustrating the identification. and wetg !-

Srra:eglc (li-te-) C Systems ing of attributes. Note that it shows that cn'i four
__ Nev ?rcduct Line tactical attributes are considered applicable (im-

portcant). Typically, it is reco.-nendej that the mst

Adninistra:ive Replace General important of these attributes be given a weight of

(moediu-terr) Purpose Equipment 100, and all other chosen attributes be given less

S weights according to their perceived importance re-

Operational (short-term) Fixtures and Minor lative to other attributes. Such weights are often
% Equipment so subjective that it is rec.._ended that one test

Discretionary Repairs various combinations for "consistency of preferences"

until one is satisfied the weights are reascnable.

Operational dectstons are shown as being made by rou-

tine decision rules. investment opportunicies in the The last colum. of Figure 3 shows the formula for

strategic and administrative categories, because they "normalizing" the weighcs to total 100. This is

tend to overlap, are shown to go through the same merely a thinking convenience, as people tend to

subsequent steps. They are first screened according like to refer to quantitative weights as 'parts of

to whether strategic objective "rusts" are met. As 100" or "percentages."

" the name implies, these"musts" are criteria or ques-

c rons which must be satisfied before an opportunity Figure 4 is a form illustrating the calculation of

would be eligible for further consideration. "Tactical Weighted Evaluatiol ' for two alter.naties.

Examples are: "Does it maintain or advance the Note the normalized weights fror Figure 3 are used.

firm's technologucal capabilities?", and "Does it Note also that an "evaluation rating" (on a scale nf

keep us conce;t:ated in the _ businss?"', 0 to 10) is made to reflect how well each alternative

and "Does It risk less than z of the firm's meets each attribute. For example, with respect to

worth?" the first attribute, "CIMS Tactical Aims, alter-

'natives P-I and P-2 scored 7.5 and 9. respectivel..

,n rrnSto.' Se'e :1-'n .'.-ure I, Block (A)) These scores could have been based on s=e quasnt-
tative scales, or Just sublective ju enent w-t'

Those appCrtni!1es wl.-h pass the strategic "rusts" some guides--such as a 0 would be "cry Poct" a-d a

test are tuen r1':-ked and tentativey selected within 10 would be "extraordinary". AI:Crnative ?-l rates

whatever constraints exist according to a method a 9 and alternative P-i rates soewhat

called "Strategtc Weighted Evaluation." probably "very good", with a 7.>

Fig.ire 2 lIsts some eig-t example strategic rri- The r.ght-hand portion of Flgu: P shows cle

butes together with a description of potential for conputations, with the cou--s tctai for eacn

benefits due ti CIXS for each. The use of this altenative beini. the n'elghtt' Evaluati-"

nethoJolcgy muic determine which of these or an' weas:.res--whIch were 22 ard ., re csvtl''l Note

other attributes/criteria are of significant 1-por- also that the bot', right h7i-S'. e preva--es a

tance to the firm, and those chosen should be as 'n- place for entering any Mcnetary Measure cf et

dependent* of each other as possible. (separately determined, such as below).

"Independent" attributes or criteria mean that eval- OThe "weighted evaluaicn" ethodology is known by

uations of the desirability of outcomes for a given =any nanes, such as "simple additive weighting."

attribute is not affected by what the outcomes of For more background and examples. see Canada, J.P.

any of the other attributes happen to be. and White, J.A., Capital Investment Dectslon AnalysIs

for Manaemenc and F ntneeri g , 'rencice-iail,l19,80

pp. 452-15.
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'it P sent .. r-. 7~re I hic trad.±ofj of 7aJctai. ~'t~t.'~
ie t tor a-; i:.ni tn~e Net ?resen- i~rei 1.11 Sec ?resent Wiort.n . Filj.re i s in

-o r. r a n A pe ev. the e f -m pr=- :.cstra=:ie for , whch uses a binary a.- e- ;n
v:.:ea or coo :en nco= taxes. afrer-'ax c be t side to enuMerate which alternat:ies are

103 yoi-i. a-..! It als, Lncudes Cldd(if 1) or not include.' (i1).TaI L :un: fat.ora of :0Z. zc:, or 4J". Tne exa=ple stratlon Snows example numbers for soae3 ,.a:'
f: :~.es naen to be ar ALternative '-3 (which exzlusive comoinations. The assumptions for
-as also in Figure 4). For an after-tax discount quant fying the incerdependent effects do not w3:-
tt n~oJ. attractivt rate of return) of 20', rant d'scussion here. Sote, for example. that

7e Ne e ?e: ?resen: Worth for cha: alternatve is tuall ! exclusive combination So, 33 (L.e.
shcsh to be 5 3s..M in the right-hand column, next- projects IV-3 and 1-A) is found to have Le highest

d. .ctocccc raw. -,,: Net P.W.

L:re 6 s-cvs a s unarv of cT-p-cal study res-Its Su=:arv
fO: all cu= i: exo.usive a:ernotives for four
dLferei: o:pcr:n:cy groups in cerms of both Sasing evaluation and justification of investreni

*, Taozcoal Wec-t~ed Evaluatlon anJ Net P:esen: Worth. in CIM!S entirely on financial mezsures is both
Salso provioes for info :cszL~n on "Resource; inadeuate and misleading. This pacer has i1ius:ns-

f..' 'ed' or vntch toere nay be constraints (in righc- ted brief.'v a simplified system* ihch includes

. 1columns). In this case. only the investment strategic as well as tactical factors togethe-r
in year 0 was shown as a constraint, and the cocal with financial measures. It is hoped chis will
ot thac rescurce avalable was shown, at the 5otton greatly facilitate rational decisions which ;rcpe:-

o :ne col =n. Iy balance the stracegic and short-term cons:deza-
71 tions wnch are so important in evaluating advanced

Note in Fig.re 6 that arrows w re usec co deno:e manuracturing s/stems
the best alze-native for eacn opportunity group

for Tactical Vetghced Evaluation and Net Present
- Worth, respectively. The final choice will depend *Complete system is included in Should We Automate

on the decision maker's preferences for Tactical Now?, Evaluation of Computer-Integrated Manufac-
Weighted Zvaluation scores versus Net Present Worth. turing Systems: An Applications Manual with Handy
As a typical aid, Figure 7 shows the best alterna- For,.s," Industrial Extension Service, North
t.ve fo each opportunity ranked by decreasing Carolina State LnversicT, Raleigh, 195, o0*p.

. - Tactical Weishced Evaluation. Similar ranking

-5acording to decreasing Net Present Worths can be 3OUT TqZ AUTHOR
dne to fao_,7itace thinking regarding final selec-
tions within whatever constraints. If the number of John R. Canada is Professor of Industrial
prodects and cradeoff posibilities is fairly lzrge, Engineering at North Carolina State University.
the final choosing can be facilicaced by graphical He previously served as Associate Dean of Engine-
comparisons. ering for Extension at NCSU, and he taught a:

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Nnte in Figure 7 chat the choices by decreasing and Georgia Institute of Technology. He was also

rank are IV-B, I-A, I-B, and Il-B. To live wi h- affiliated with 3X Company, Eastman Kodak Company.
in the $50 total investment constraint, Projec and Tennessee Valley Authority. In addition to
M-B Would have to be dropped. Note, however, many publications in engineering journals he has
that Project I-3 has a Net Present Worth of -S1, authored or co-authored four texts in engineering
One might rationally decide it is worth subscitu- economics and decision analysis. A Fellow of AIIE,

Dr. Canada received a BSIE and MSIE from Vrginia
ting Project 111-3 for Project a-h to include a
;et Present Worth of $200M rather than -SlOM, eve. rosvrechnic Instttute and Ph.D. fro Ceorga
thcgh that means having a Tactical Weighted Eva' - ns:tute of Technology.K uation of 70 rather than 80. With this substitu-

I cion-, the final choices would be Projects !V-A,
I-A, a: I-B w'th a Total N'et Present W'rth of

* 51,160A, while requiring a total investment of

5225X (within the constraint).

Xutjallv Exciusu.'e Combinations and mnterdenedent

Effects (Fig.:e IL Block fi>)

"'., The above procedure can be supplemented to consider

interdependent effects of opportunity groups. For

example, suppose the acceptance of CL~h at Plant I
would enhance the benefits of C i at some other

plant. Or, possibly the acceptance of an AS/RS

Finished Goods Warehouse would decrease the bene-
fits of a computerized Administraitve Information
System. Such interactive effects can be considered
through detailing out all what are called "mutually
exclusive combinations" of projects under consider-

41 4 " ation and choosing the combination 6hich has the
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SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES

Between

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

and LDL'.e Xr ~ ?

ARK, INCORPORATED C T.

Subcontract No. 860849

This Subcontract Agreement (the "Agreement") made this 2nd
day of October, 1987, by and between North Carolina State Uni-
versity, a North Carolina non-profit educational institution
("NCSU") and ARK, INCORPORATED, a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Tennessee ("Subcontractor").

6WHEREAS, NCSU has entered into Contract No. DLA900-87-C-0509
(the "Contract") with the Defense Logistics Agency ("DLA"); and,

WHEREAS, NCSU desires to subcontract and Subcontrzctor is
willing to perform a portion of the work called for by the
Contract,

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto do hereoy mutually agree
as follows:

ARTICLE I. ENGAGEMENT

1.1 NCSU, upon the terms and conditions specified herein,
hereby engages Subcoritractor to perform certain tech-

'. nical services as further defined in an Equipment
Specification entitlad "COMBAT TROUSER UNIFORM FRONT

g POCKET WORK CELL SYSTEM SPECIFICATION" dated March 3,
1987, ("Specification") attached hereto and identified
as Appendix "A." Such work shall be performed by Sub-
contractor in accordance with its proposal dated

* - May 15, 1987, as submitted under letter dated
August 18, 1987, and identified as Appendix "B."

. 1.2 Subcontractor as an independent contractor and not as
an agent of NCSU shall furnish the necessary personnel,
materials, services, and facilities, and otherwise do
all things necessary for or incident to the performance
of all tasks and duties necessary to tne completion of
the work contracted for hereunder.

A 1.3 For purposes of this subcontract NCSU has designated

Mr. Edwin M. McPherson to act as its Program Manager
for the purpose of providing a liaison between NCSU and
the Subcontractor. From time to time under the

F/
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provisions of this Agreement the NCSU Program Manager
shall be identified as the authorized representative in
carrying out the terms of this Agreement for NCSU.

ARTICLE II. STATEMENT OF WORK ("SOW")

2.1 The Subcontractor shall perform the work contracted
hereunder to meet the Specification. The work shall be
performed in a workmanlike manner employing the highest

C.: standards. The Subcontractor shall bear responsibiliy
for all work conducted under this Subcontract whether
the work is performed directly by the Subcontractor or
by a lower-tier subcontractor.

2.2 Subcontractor's performance under this Subcontract
shall be secured by a performance bond in the amount of
$393,000.00 to be secured and purchased by NCSU prior
to commencement of work.

ARTICLE III. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

3.1 The period of performance for this Agreement shall be
in accordance with the following schedule:

(i) Construction of the initial prototype shall be
completed by April 4, 1988.

(ii) The operating prototype shall be completed and
Uready for plant testing by March 4, 1989.

3.2 In order to ensure timely performance, the Subcon-
tractor shall use its best efforts to adhere to a
timeline which shall be prepared jointly by the parties
and shall set forth bench marks to be met by the Sub-
contractor. In addition, NCSU shall be entitled to
mike periodic inspections of work progress at the Sub-
contractor's facilities at such time as may be mutually
agreed upon but in any event no less frequent than one
overy six months.

3.3 Whenever Subcontractor has knowledge that any actual or
potential situation is delaying or threatens to delay
timely performance, the Subcontractor shall give
written notice within five (5) days thereof, including
all relevant information with respect thereto, to the
NCSU Program Manager. The parties acknowledge that the
adequacy of NCSU's performance under its Contract witn
DLA will be determined, in part, on the timeliness of
its performance which will be directly affected by the
timeliness of the Subcontractor's performance.

A-
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ARTICLE IV. BID PRICE AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE

4.1 This is a Fixed Fee Subcontract entered into on the
basis of the bid price set forth in Appendix "B" in the

- amount of $393,000.00. Under no circumstances shall
NCSU or DLA be obligated to reimburse the Subcontractor
for any costs in excess of the bid price of $393,000.00
for work performed to the Specifications.

4.2 Payments shall be made to the Subcontractor in
accordance with the following payment schedule:

(i) $39,300.00 (10 percent of the contract price)
upon execution of this Agreement.

(ii) Monthly progress payments based on invoices
submitted by the Subcontractor which shall be
consistent with those applicable Cost Accounting
Practices set forth in the Federal Acquisition
Regulations. Such invoices shall be certified
as to accuracy by an officer or other appropri-
ate official of the Subcontractor.

(iii) After payment of 85 percent of the Fixed Fee,
NCSU may withhold further payments until a non-
interest bearing reserve is set aside in an
amount that NCSU considers necessary to protect
its interest and that of DLA. This reserve
shall not exceed 15 percent of the total Fixed
Fee or $100,000, whichever is less.

(iv) Final payment shall be made upon receipt from
the Subcontractor of a final invoice showing
evidence that the final report including
necessary invw ntion disclosures and invention
reports have been submitted to NCSU and upon
approval by DLA of the work performed.

(v) All invoices under this Agreement shall be
submitted to:

Edwin M. McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
Campus Box 8301
Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

All invoices shall be paid within 30 days of
approval.

;YON~a...~v~,2
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ARTICLE V. REPORTS

5.1 The Subcontractor shall prepare and forward to the NCSU
Program Manager technical progress reports every 90

days after the Subcontract award until pro3ect

completion.

5.2 Technical reports shall outline the objectives and
accomplishments of the reporting period, how the
system, process, technique, method used was developed,
is constructed, how it works, and who to contact for
additional information. Where relevant, those reports
should include engineering designs and schematics, test
results, process formulas, operations data and statis-
tics, user instructions, charts and graphs and whatever
else may be necessary to permit readers to successfully
transition the technology for their own use. Reports
should also include a sufficient amount of economic
information to enable others to evaluate the economic
risk of implementing the results.

ARTICLE VI. DELIVERABLES

6.1 The Subcontractor shall deliver to NCSU or its designee
one prototype of the work cell system fabricated in
conformance with the Specifications attached hereto as
Appendix A, together with all component modules

-S thereof, design documentation (including reports and
drawings), software, and all such other information and
data as may be necessary to complete the Work Statement
hereunder. Such deliverables shall also include the
work product and design documentation of any lower-tier
subcontractor.

6.2 All equipment developed under this Subcontract shall be
considered property belonging to the U. S. Government

*. and shall be subject to FAR 52.245.5, Government

Property (Cost Reimbursement, Time and Materials or

Labor-Hour Contracts) (Alternate I).

ARTICLE VII. PROPRIETARY DATA

7.1 In the event that Subcontractor's performance under
this Agreement requires the incorporation of Subcon-
tractor's proprietary data, Subcontractor agrees to
accept the provisions of AFSC DARS 7-2003.61c Con-
tractor's Agreement to License and Assist Government
Designated Parties to the Contract Products for Gov-
ernment Purposes as such provision is incorporated into
this Agreement under ARTICLE XV. In addition, Subcon-
tractor agrees to flow the clause down to lower-tier
subcontractors for research and development work. In

-~~~ % -- % %.. . - . . .. - .- S - - .* .- .- .-
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the event of refusal of a lower-tier subcontractor to
accept this clause, Subcontractor shall follow the
procedures set forth in paragraph (h) for AFSC OARS
7-2003-61c substituting the NCSU Program Manager for
the Contracting Officer.

7.2 To the extent it becomes necessary for NCSU employees
to access the Subcontractor's proprietary data as
defined in AFSC DARS 7-2003.61c, NCSU agrees to protect
such data from unauthorized use or disclosure so long
as it remains proprietary and within 30 days of identi-
fying a need for such proprietary data shall enter into
a mutually acceptable protective agreement covering
such data. In any event, however, any such agreement
shall preserve to the U. S. Government and its desig-
nees appropriate use of the data in development of the
system provided for under the SOW.

ARTICLE VIII. RIGHTS IN DATA

8.1 NCSU shall acquire on behalf of the Federal Government
Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software suffi-
cient to comply with DFARS 52-227-7013 (modified) as
incorporated into this Agreement under ARTICLE XV.

(4 Subcontractor shall provide the foregoing rights on its
own behalf and on behalf of lower-tier subcontractors
or consultants which it may employ in performance of
this Agreement. NCSU shall acquire for itself and
Subcontractor shall provide on its own behalf and on
behalf of its lower-tier subcontractors and consul-
tants, rights in technical data and computer software
for purposes of research and education only. NCSU
shall not use technical data or computer software as
the basis for any commercial activity.

8.2 It is contemplated that during the course of this
Agreement students and employees of NCSU may partici-
pate in certain design activities related to the SOW.
Those designs developed solely by students and

employees of NCSU shall be tne property of NCSU subject
to a royalty-free, perpetual, nonexclusive right and
license granted to the Subcontractor to use such devel-
opments for purposes of carrying out the SOW. Designs
developed jointly by employees and students of NCSU and
employees of the Subcontractor shall be jointly owned
with each party having the right to use such designs
for any purpose without the obligation to account to

Jthe other.

.16
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ARTICLE IX. PATENT RIGHTS

In conformance with FAR 52.227-li the Subcontractor as a
.1Small Business Entity shall retain title to all inventions

made by its employees during the course of this Agreement
! ""subject to those license rights reserved in FAR 52.227-li to

the United States Government. In addition, the Subcontrac-
l tor shall agree to grant to NCSU a royalty-free right and

- license to use any such inventions for purposes of education
and research.

ARTICLE X. INDEMNIFICATION

10.1 Subcontractor agrees to indemnify and hold NCSU and
the U. S. Government harmless from any and all lia-
bility for in3ury to persons or property arising out
of performance of this Agreement caused by the negli-
gence or willful misconduct of the Subcontractor, its
lower-tier subcontractors, consultants, agents or
employees, including any and all expense legal or
otherwise, incurred by NCSU in the defense of any
claim or suit, provided, however, that Subcincractor
shall not be liable for injury to persons or property
caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
NCSU, its students or employees.

10.2 Subcontractor agrees to indemnify and save NCSU and
the U. S. Government harmless from any costs previ-
ously paid to Subcontractor which are deemed, upon
Federal government audit, to be unallowable. Sub-
contractor shall immediately, upon demand by NCSU
and/or DLA, reimburse NCSU or DLA, as the case may be,
for any such unallowable cost and other charges
related thereto.

10.3 The State of North Carolina waives its sovereign
immunity to the extent provided under the State Tort
Claims Act. That Act permits the State, and the North
Carolina State University as an agency of the State,
to be sued for negligence and to pay claims in an
amount up to $1OO,O0O for bodily in3ury or property
damage. North Carolina State University does not

4 otherwise have the authority to enter into a hold-
harmless or indemnification agreement.

, *, ARTICLE XI. SUBCONTRACTING AND CONSULTING SERVICES
,'1

11.1 Subcontractor may enter into subcontracting or con-
sulting agreements for the procurement of services or
material under this Agreement provided that Subcon-
tractor shall flow down all relevant provisions and
INCORPORATED provisions under ARTICLE XV to allow
Subcontractor and NCSU to comply with the provisions
of this Agreement and the DLA Contract.

'p-, . - - . .
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11.2 Prior to entering into any agreement atfecting parts,

processes, software, components or systems incorpor-
ated into the equipment developed hereunder with the

- . owner(s) of proprietary data, copyrights or patents or
, "* with any other party that would encumber or otnerwise

'" affect the future salability of the automated apparel
equipment, the Subcontractor shall submit the terms
and conditions of such agreements to the NCSU Program
Manager for review and approval a minimum of 45 days
prior to the planned execution date of the agreement.

ARTICLE XII. ACCESS TO SUBCONTRACTOR'S FACILITIES

From time to time it may be necessary for NCSU to present to
DLA demonstrations of progress in carrying out the SOW.
Subcontractor agrees to make its facilities available for

"* such purposes, upon reasonable notice, and shall cooperate
S,- with NCSU in such demonstrations to the extent necessary to

* enable NCSU to meet the goals of the DLA Contract.

NRTICLE XIII. TERMINATION FOR DEFAULT OR FOR CONVENIENCE'S

13.1 This Agreement may be terminated in whole or in part

by NCSU at any time during the period of performance:

-.(i) Whenever Subcontractor shall default in per-
.'. formance of the terms of this Agreement

(including in the term "default" any failure by
the Suocontractor to make progress in the pro-
secution of the SOW which endangers proper per-
formance) and shall fail to cure such default
within a per od of thirty (30) days after
receipt from NCSU of a notice specifying the
default;

(ii) Whenever, for any reason, DLA shall determine
that termination is in the Government's
interest;

(iii) In the event Subcontractor files or has filed
against it any bankruptcy proceecing, receiver-
ship, or any similar action under any debtor
relief laws or reyulations.

13.2 Such termination shall be initiated by giving written
notice to Subcontractor of intent to terminate. Upon
receipt of such notice of intent to terminate, Subcon-
tractor shall cease all work under the Agreement,
place no further subcontracts or orders; terminate all
applicable lower-tier subcontracts and cancel or

I
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divert applicable commitments covering personal serv-
ices; assign to NCSU as directed by the NCSU Program
Manager all right, title and interest of the Subcon-
tractor under the lower-tier subcontracts terminated
in which case NCSU or the Federal government snall
have the right to settle or pay any terminationMi settlement proposal arising out of those terminations;

IR and deliver to NCSU copies of all reports and deliver-
ables (regardless of status of completion) generated o
date of termination.

13.3 In the event of a termination as described herein, the
parties shall mutually agree upon the settlement of
all outstanding liabilities and termination settlement

7 -proposals arising from the termination of
subcontracts.

13.4. The Subcontractor shall deliver to NCSU any informa-
tion and items that, if the contract had been com-
pleted, would have been required to be furnished,
including (i) materials or equipment produced, in
process, or acquired for the work terminated and (ii)
completed or partially completed plans, drawings, and
information.

13.5 After termination, the Subcontractor shall submit a
final termination settlement proposal to tne NCSU
Program Manager within 6 months of the effective date
of termination. If the Subcontractor fails to submit
the termination settlement proposal within the time
allowed, the NCSU Program Manager may determine, on
the basis of information available, the amount, if
any, due the Subcontractor and shall pay the amount
determined.

13.6 Subject to the foregoing paragraph 13.5, the parties
will agree upon the whole or any part of the amount to
be paid because of the termination. This amount may
include reasonable cancellation charges incurred by
the Subcontractor and any reasonable loss on outstand-
ing commitments for services that the Subcontractor,
exercising reasonable diligence, is unable to cancel
or divert to other operations. All such costs claimed
shall be governed by cost principles and procedures in
Subpart 31.3 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR).

ARTICLE XIV. PHASE V OP1ION

14.1 Upon approval of the DLA Contracting Officer, the
parties hereto shall agree to proceed with Phase V of
the Contract to demonstrate the modularized work unit
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groups at the Defense Personnel Support Center factory
in Philadelphia, PA.

14.2 Prior to proceeding with Phase V, the parties shall
*. ./ negotiate the cost of performance to the Subcon-

tractor. SuDcontractor shall provide NCSU with a
detailed cost estimate, including Fixed Fee for per-
formance of the following:

(i) Module shipment. The Subcontractor shall ship
the prototype work unit group to the Defense
Personnel Support Center factory. The Subcon-
tractor shall include manuals for installation,
operation, and maintenance, detail and assembly
drawings, electrical, electronic, hydraulic and
pneumatic drawings, software, interface dia-
grams and instructions, and any other informa-
tion required to support the use of the equip-
ment in industry.

(ii) Production validation. The Subcontractor shall
install the work unit groups, integrate them
with other factory operations, including mate-

rials handling and utilities users, assist in
the implementation of production, test the
system's ability to satisfy the production
validation plan, analyze performance results
and validate the results against the perform-
ance criteria used to cost justify the system.

t ARTICLE XV. MISCELLANEOUS

15.1 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS: In the performance of the
Agreement, Subcontractor shall comply with all
applicable laws and all rules, regulations, and
determinations of governmental agencies.

15.2 INCORPORATED PROVISIONS: Subcontractor snall be bound
by all applicable terms of the following clauses of
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (48 CFR Chapter 1)

"J and Department of Defense FAR Supplement (48 CFR
Chapter 2) which are hereby incorporated herein by
reference:

a. Federal Acquisition Regulation (48 CFR Chapter 1)

clauses

I

,-
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1. 52.202-1 Definitions ................... APR 1984
2. 52.203-1 Officials Not to Benefit ..... APR ljd4
3. 52.203-3 Gratuities .................... APR 1984
4. 52.203-5 Covenant Against Continyent

Fees ......................... APR 1984
5. 52.204-2 Security Requirements ........ APR 1984
6. 52.212-8 Priorities, Allocations and

Allotments .................... APR 1984
7. 52.215-1 Examination of Records by

Comptroller General .......... APR 1984
8. 52.215-2 Audit--Negotiation ........... APR 1984
9. 52.215-22 Price Reduction for Defective

Cost or Pricing Data ......... APR 1984
10. 52.215-24 Subcontractor Cost or

Pricing Data .................. APR 1985
11. 52.215-30 Facilities Capital Cost of

Money .......................... APR 19o4
12. 52.215-31 Waiver of Facilities Capital

Cost of Money ................. APR £984
13. 52.216-7 Allowable Cost and Payment ... APR 1984

. 14. 52.216-11 Cost Contract - No Fee ....... APR io84
15. 52.219-8 Utilization of Small Business

Concerns and Small Disadvan-
taged Business Concerns ...... JUN 1985

16. 52.219-9 Small Business and Small Dis-
advantaged Business Subcon-
tracting Plan ................. APR 1984

17. 52.219-13 Utilization of Women-Owned
Small Businesses .............. APR 19d4

18. 52.220-1 Preference for Labor Surplus
Area Concerns ................. APR 1984

19. 52.220-3 Utilization of Labor Surplus
Area Concerns ................. APR £984

20. 52.220-4 Labor Surplus Area Subcon-
tracting Program .............. APR 1984

21. 52.222-2 Payment for Overtime Premium . APR 1984
22. 52.222-3 Convict Labor ................. APR 1984
23. 52.222-26 Equal Opportunity ............. APR 1984
24. 52.222-28 Equal Opportunity Preawara

Clearance of Subcontracts .... APR 1984
25. 52.222-29 Notification of Visa Denial .. APR 1984
26. 52.222-25 Affirmative Action for Special

Disabled and Vietnam Era
Veterans ....................... APR 184

27. 52.222-26 Affirmative Action for Handi-
capped Workers ................ APR 1984

28. 52.223-2 Clean Air and Water .......... APR 1984
29. 52.224-1 Privacy Act Notification ..... APR 1984

L 30. 52.224-2 Privacy Act ................... APR 1984
31. 52.227-1 Authorization and Consent

Alternate I ................... APR 1984

df
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32. 52.227-2 Notice and Assistance Regard-
ig Patent and Copyright
Infringement .................. APR 1964

33. 52.227-11 Patent Rights - Retention by
the Contractor (Short term) .. APR 1984

34. 52.228-6 Insurance - Immunity from Tort
Liability ...................... APR 1984

35. 52.228-7 Insurance - Liability to Third
Persons ........................ APR 1i84

36. 52.230-3 Cost Accounting Standards .... APR 1984
37. 52.230-4 Administration of Cost

Accounting Standards ......... APR 1984
, 38. 52.230-5 Disclosure and Consistence of

Cost Accounting Practices .... APR 1984
39. 52.232-9 Limitation on Withholding of

Payments ....................... APR 1984
40. 52.232-17 Interest ..................... APR 1964

-. 41. 52.232-22 Limitation of Funds ........... APR 1984
42. 52.232-23 Assignment of Claims ......... JAN 19Jb
43. 52.233-1 Disputes ....................... APR 1i8A
44. 52.242-1 Notice of Intent to Disallow

Costs ........................ APR 1984
45. 52.242-10 F.O.B. Origin--Government

Bills of Lading or Prepaid
Postage ........................ APR 1984

46. 52.243-2 Changes - Cost Reimbursement
Alternate V ................... APR 1984

47. 52.243-7 Notification of Changes ...... APR 1984
48. 52.244-2 Sub ontracts (Cost Reimburse-

men, and Letter Contracts) --
Alt('nate I .................. APR 19853 49. 52.244-5 Comi titioia in Subcontracting APR 1984

50. 52.245-5 Gov nment Property (Cost
Reir )ursement, Time and Mate-
ria or Labor-Hour Contracts)
(Al 3rnate i) .................. APR 1984

51. 52.246-25 Lim tation of Liability--
Services ....................... APR 1984

- 52. 52.247-1 Commercial Bill of Lading
Notations (F.O.B. Origin) .... APR 1984

53. 52.249-5 Termination of Convenience of
the Government (Educational
and Other Nonprofit
Institutions) .................. APR 1984

54. 52.249-14 Excusable Delays .............. APR 1984
55. 52.251-1 Government Supply Sources .... APR 1984
56. 52.233-03 Protest After Award -

Alternate I .................... JUN 1985
57. 52.215-33 Order of Precedence .......... JAN 198b
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L*u Department of Defense FAK Supplement (48 CFR
Cnapter 2) clauses:

1. 52.294-705 Oversees Distribution of
Defense Subcontracts ...... JUN 1982

2. 52.215-7000 Pricing of Adjustments .... APR 1985
3. 52.219-7000 Small Business and Small

Disadvantaged Business
Subcontracting Plan
(Master Plans) ............. A R 19d4

4. L2.225-7002 Qualifying Country Sources
as Subcontractors ......... OCT 1980

5. 52.225-7006 Buy American Act. Trade
Agreements Acts, and the

SBalance of Payments
Program ..................... APR .9d5

6. 6 2.225-7008 Duty-Free Engry--Qualifying
Country End Products and

tA Supplies .................... AUG 1964
7. 52.225-7009 Preference of Certain Domestic

Commodities . .............. OCT 1980
S8. 52.225-7012 Preference of Domestic Specialty

Metals ...................... OCT i98O
9. 52.227-7000 Non-Estoppel .............. OCT L9b6

10. 52.227-7018 Restrictive Markings on Technicala Data ........................ MAR 1975
11. 52.227-7029 Identification of Tecnnical

Data ...................... MAR 1975
12. 52.227-7030 Tczhnical Data - Withholding

of Payment ................. JUL 1976
13. 52.227-7031 Da:a Requirements ......... APR 1972
14. 52.227-7036 CE tification of Technical

Da a Conformity ........... OCT 198!
15. 52.227-7037 Va idation of Restrictive

Ma kings on Tecnnical Data. OCT 1985
16. 52.231-7000 Supplemental Cost

Principles ................. APR 1984
4 17. 52.233-7000 Certification of Requests

for Adjustment or Relief
Exceeding $100,000 ........ FEB 1980

18. 52.242-7003 Certification of Overhead
A Costs ....................... MAY 1985

19. 52.246-7000 Material Inspection and
Receiving Report .......... DEC 19t,

For purposes of interpretation of the foregoing,
Subcontractor snall be substituted in place of
Contractor, and where necessary for NCSU to carry out

r ' - its obligations thereunder, NCSU shall be substituteu
for Government, DLA or its representation, including

* the Contracting Officer. Subcontractor shall be
entitled, nevertheless, to all of the rights ana
privileges granted to it under the foregoing

4, t.
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regulations as a Small Business Entity as definea at
CFR Title 13 Ch. 1-121. Subcontractor hereby
acknowledges and agrees that Subcontractor has
received copies of and is familiar with tne foregoing
provisions.

15.3 GENERAL RELATIONSHIP: Subcontractor agrees that in
all matters relating to this Agreement it shall be
acting as an independent contractor and shall have nu
right, power or authority to create any obligations,
expressed or implied, on behalf of NCSU and/or the
Government and shall have no authority to represent
NCSU as an agent.

15.4 NOTICE: All notices and written consents required
under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be
delivered personally by a nationally recognized
overnight service or posted by certified mail, return
receipt requested, addressed to the party set forth

* below or as otherwise from time to time may be desig-
nated in writing. Notices shall be deemed served upon

*" the notice of actual receipt of the expiration of
three (3) days after posting:

FOR SUBCONTRACTOR:

William R. Cole, Jr., President

Ark, Incorporated
P. 0. Box 636

Shelbyville, TN 37160

I_. FOR NCSU:

Edwin M. McPherson
School of Textiles
North Carolina State University
Campus Box 830
Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

WITH COPY TO:

Dr. Franklin D. Hart
Vice Chancellor for Research

*, North Carolina State University
,Campus Box 7003

Raleigh, NC 27695-7003

. 15.5 TIME OF THE ESSENCE: Time is of the essence in
-' connection with each and every provision of this

Agreement.

'. 15.6 MODIFICATIONS TO AGREEMENT: No modification of this
, Agreement shall be binding unless in writing, attached

hereto, and signed by authorized representatives of
both parties.

0.- • . .". - - , • . . . ' " " "
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15.7 WAIVER OF RIGHTS: No waiver of any right or remedy
shall be effective unless in writing and nevertheless
shall not operate as a waiver of any other right or
remedy or of the same right or remedy on a future
occasion.

15.8 SEVERABILITY: Every provision of this Agreement is
intended to be severable. If any form or provision
shall be held to be illegal, invalid, or unenforce-
able, for any reason whatsoever, such illegality,
invalidity or unenforceability shall not affect the
validity of the remainder of this Agreement.

15.9 SUCCESSORS: This Agreement shall be bindiny upon and
shall insure to the benefit of the parties, their
successors and permitted assigns.

15.10 NONUSE OF NAMES: Neither party snall use the name of
the other in any form of advertising or publicity
without the express written consent of the other
party.

15.11 APPLICABLE LAW: This Agreeeat and the application
or interpretation thereof shall be governed and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
North Carolina.

K IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the culy authorized representatives of

the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the dates
pshown.

FOR: FOR:

ARK, INCORPORATED NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

By: QNJBy:

Title: (-t -\ Title: V ce Chancellor for Research

Date: Date:

VI
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